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1
Introduction

1.1 Cavitation

This thesis deals with a special type of bubble, the so called inertial cavi-
tation bubble. Although an exact definition is not available it is a largely
empty bubble which leads to violent bubble collapse cycles. These ex-
treme volume oscillations result in fluid mechanic phenomena such as
noise and shock wave emission, intense heating of the bubble interior,
and even light emission [1].

After the first fundamental reports on cavitation, only dealing with
spherical bubbles [2], it entered the field of engineering science [3]. Cav-
itation bubbles close to a rigid boundary lose their spherical symmetry
[4, 5, 6] and collapse onto that surface focussing the kinetic energy of
an axial liquid jet onto a very small area [7]. The resulting pressure is
strong enough to cause major damage to even the hardest materials [6, 8]
and thus the first line of cavitation research was to minimize cavitation
damage by either preventing its initiation or removing the bubbles before
they collapse. Cavitation research started at the beginning of the twenti-
eth century when operating speeds of ship propellers passed a threshold
where the created low pressure regions were now strong enough to initiate
cavitation bubbles [8, 9]. Cavitation damage is still a big problem in naval
engineering, but also in other area’s such as valves, pumps and turbines
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

[10].
On the other hand people have started putting cavitation to good use.

One common application is ultrasonic cleaning [11] where an ultrasound
field is generated in a liquid filled bath creating clusters of cavitation bub-
bles with the ability to remove small particles from hard surfaces [12]. All
kinds of materials ranging from surgical tools stained with blood or tis-
sue to greasy engine parts and even fabrics [13] can be cleaned in such an
ultrasonic bath.

Specialized acoustic cleaning devices exist to clean micron- and nano-
sized structures in the semiconducter industry. But with the ever decreas-
ing structure sizes the critical size of ”killer” particles, i.e. a dirt parti-
cle that renders a chip inoperable, also gets smaller while the structures
themselves get weaker [14]. Ultrasonics have been mostly abandoned
because of the amount of damage cavitation inflicted upon the silicon
substrate and structures [15]. Since then the semiconductor industry has
moved to frequencies in the megahertz range to create smaller cavitation
bubbles [16]. Research continues in an attempt to further understand and
improve acoustic cleaning of silicon wafers.

On a larger scale cavitation is being developed for use in waste water
treatment plants. On the one side acoustically generated cavitation can
clean the water treatment filters and membranes in situ []. And secondly
the shockwaves and jets generated by cavitation bubbles can disinfect the
water by killing any microbes or other hazardous organisms present [17].

Besides killing single celled organisms from the outside cavitation gen-
erated inside an organism can destroy groups of cells internally. By gen-
erating the cavitation bubbles with acoustics, which can penetrate living
tissue without causing harm, objects and cells inside a living person can
be reached without physical access. These kind of techniques are called
minimally invasive therapies and are already being used in medicine.

There are some differences in the acoustics used, for example a sin-
gle shockwave has a single high pressure peak with a long negative pres-
sure tail. One of the earliest applications is extracorporeal shockwave
lithotripsy where the shockwaves are focussed into the body to fragment
a variety of stones, e.g. kidney, renal, gallbladder, and salivary gland duct
stones [18]. The reason for using focussed shockwaves is to allow the pres-
sure wave to traverse the tissue between the lithotripter and the stone
without causing damage. Only in the focal region do the pressure extrema
reach the magnitudes needed for the treatment. The effects of the shock-
waves on the stone are twofold: first is the direct mechanical effect of the
shockwave where tensile stresses inside the stone cause it to crack and
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fracture and second is the cavitation cloud created by the negative pres-
sure tail which grinds the fragments into pieces small enough to leave the
body by natural means [19, 20].

Another medical treatment uses a strong continuous acoustic field in
stead of shockwaves. The technique is called HIFU (High Intensity Fo-
cussed Ultrasound) and uses again a focussed acoustic field to lyse cells
only in a small focal volume [21, 22]. HIFU is used to treat a whole list of
ailments that previously required surgery [23].

It is for example used to treat both benign and malignant prostate
problems, i.e. benign prostate enlargement [24] and prostate cancer [25]
respectively. Other locations of tumor growth (e.g. liver, kidney, breast,
uterus, pancreas and bone [26]) are also easily accessed and treated with
HIFU and by using a technique called time reversal to assure that each
part of the acoustic field arrives in the focal volume in phase, even hard to
reach tumors such as brain tumors can be reached [27].

Finally instead of treating diseased tissue by destroying or killing it,
cavitation can also be used to try and cure the patient. Genes and some
drugs can’t freely enter a cell or it’s nucleus [28]. By facilitating the uptake
of foreign materials into the affected cells cavitation can be used to locally
treat diseases[22, 29].

1.2 Cell transfection

There are many diseases which are genetic in origin and many of them
have already been identified and located on the genome. To cure these
diseases the genes coding for the disease have to be replaced or deacti-
vated, this is called gene therapy. And though the genes themselves have
to be developed for each case separately it is the method of delivery, es-
sential for all of gene therapy, which is still a big problem especially for in
vivo treatment [30].

The easiest approach is to use something which already exists and as it
happens there already exists a very efficient tool for transfection of genetic
material into cells, i.e. viruses. There are however some drawbacks to
using modified viral vectors such as possible toxicity, the body’s immune
response, the limited amount of genetic material they can transfect and
producing the viral vectors in large quantities [31].

Because of these limitations alternatives have been developed which
can largely be divided into two groups: Nonviral vectors and gene deliv-
ery by physical means [32]. The nonviral vectors use different molecules
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to bond with or encapsule the DNA and thus get the genes into the cell
nucleus. A wide variety of artificial vectors is described in literature (e.g.
[31, 30, 32]).

There are currently three major means of physical transfection that,
though less efficient than viral vectors, they are non-toxic, they don’t in-
cite an immune response and can be administered at predefined loca-
tions [30, 32]. The basic idea for all three methods is to temporarily create
pores in the cell membrane such that foreign materials can enter the cell,
without killing it. Because of this, physical delivery systems aren’t spe-
cific to genetic material but will also work for other drugs that need to be
inserted into cells for treatment [33, 34, 12].

The first method is called the ”gene-gun” where particles coated with
DNA are shot into exposed tissue at high speed. The particles penetrate
a few millimeter into the tissue depositing the genetic material along the
way. It’s short working depth means it’s mainly suitable for in vitro use and
transdermal drug delivery. It can be used on internal organs and tissue
but only when they are made accessible by surgery [35, 30].

The cell membrane can also be temporarily permeabilized using puls-
ed electric fields. This technique, called electroporation or electroperme-
abilization, charges the the double lipid layer of a cells outer membrane
similar to an electric capacitor. When the applied transmembrane poten-
tial exceeds the dielectric strength of the membrane holes are forced open
in the membrane allowing foreign molecules to enter the cell [36, 33]. To
apply the electric field in vivo needle or plate electrodes are used. For
treatment of cells deeper in the body surgery is again needed to gain ac-
cess [36].

Finally, as stated at the end of the previous section, cells can be po-
rated by cavitation bubbles. Inertial cavitation can locally induce strong
shear flows along nearby surfaces [12]. When such a surface is covered by
adherent cells the shear flow stretches the cell membrane until holes ap-
pear in the membrane [29, 37]. If the damage is to great the cell will die but
with limited poration of the membrane the cell can survive and even re-
pair the holes after some time. In the intervening time the cell membrane
is permeable to any foreign materials that are in solution or suspension
near the cell. Because up till now these cavitation bubbles were in general
created using shockwaves this method of cell permeabilization is called
sonoporation.

Previous experiments have shown that sonoporation works, but also
demonstrated the limited amount of control on the experimental param-
eters [29]. The passing shockwave creates a whole cloud of bubbles of
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varying sizes and at arbitrary positions inside the focal volume [38] re-
sulting in random patterns of uptake [29]. This made it hard to find any
link between the porated cells and the bubble responsible.

1.3 Micro fluidics

Microfluidics hold the potential to revolutionize the field of biology and
chemistry, using less space and reagents and allowing for many experi-
ments to be conducted simultaneously [39]. But there are some problems
which obstruct a direct miniaturization of large scale fluid handling sys-
tems. In fluid dynamics there are always a lot of different effects acting
and competing at the same time. One example is viscosity and inertia,
where viscosity is mainly a fluid specific parameter inertia depends for a
large part on the characteristic size and speed of the flow.

This competition between the two is expressed by the Reynolds num-
ber, which is inertial effects divided by viscous effects, and is larger than 1
for most everyday flows making them inertial flows. Only liquids with very
high viscosity such as for example paint or honey are dominated by vis-
cosity on these scales but when going down to microfluidic scales almost
all flows are viscous. This regime where inertia has no effect is called the
Stokes regime and is characterized by fully reversible flows making things
we normally take for granted, like mixing or pumping, a engineering chal-
lenge [40].

Recently it was demonstrated that cavitation bubbles are fast enough
to create jets, vortices and other non-reversible flows [41] and that these
bubbles can indeed be use for mixing in microfluidics [42].

1.4 Thesis outline

The main aim of this thesis is cell membrane permeation through cavita-
tion and this is discussed in the first two chapters. Chapter 2 deals with
the wall shear stress induced by a cavitation bubble close to a wall. It is
this wall shear stress that is responsible for the cell membrane perme-
ation. Actual transfection experiments and the dependence on the dis-
tance of the bubble to the wall are shown in chapter 3.

Chapter 4 investigates wether cavitation bubbles can also porate and
manipulate cells in a lab-on-a-chip device. The strong collapse of these
planar microfluidic bubbles inspired the further study of cavitation in these
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geometries. This resulted in a cavitation induced microfluidic pump which
is described in chapter 5 and a study on a 1 dimensional cavitation bub-
ble in the center of a micro capillary (chapter 6) and near one end of the
capillary (chapter 7) where the expanding bubble creates a micro jet.
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2
Measurement of cavitation induced

wall shear stress ‡

The wall shear stress from cavitation bubbles collapsing close to a rigid
boundary is measured with a constant temperature anemometer. The bub-
ble is created with focused laser light and its dynamics is observed with
high-speed photography. By correlating the frames, a hydrophone signal,
and the wall shear stress we find that the highest stresses are created after
the impact of the jet, during its radial spreading on the surface. The max-
imum of the wall shear stress varies with the power of -2.75 as a function
of the distance from the jet impact and in accordance with the prediction
for a steady wall impinging jet. The highest amplitude of the signal of the
wall shear stresses is found for bubbles oscillating close to the boundary
and reaches more than 3 kPa. Additionally, it contains a slowly decaying
weaker component which may be generated by an expanding vortex ring.

2.1 Introduction

Ultrasonic water bathes spotted in many labs, at opticians, and jewelers
clean surfaces efficiently from attached contaminants. It is generally ac-

‡Published as: Rory Dijkink and Claus-Dieter Ohl, Measurement of cavitation induced
wall shear stress, Appl. Phys. Lett. 93, pp. 254107 (2008).
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cepted that not the acoustic sound field directly but the cavitation bub-
bles driven by the sound field are responsible for surface cleaning [1, 2, 3].
With cleaning we refer to the process by which an attached dirt particle is
at first dislocated and then dragged along with the flow. Yet, rigid bound-
aries on which the particle adhere limit the strength of the dragging flow:
the no-slip boundary condition dictates that the lateral velocity has to ul-
timately drop to zero on the surface. Thus smaller dirt particles are more
difficult to remove as they require a larger velocity gradient. Submicrome-
ter sized particles are of major concern in the ultraclean processing of sili-
con surfaces in the chip industry [4]. Their safe to operate cleaning regime
is bounded by the structural stability of nanometer sized up-patterns of
modern processor and memory designs. Thus for defect free cleaning it
is of utmost importance to understand the acting forces and adjust them
within the structural stability limits of the patterns. In an effort to under-
stand more on the flow we report in this chapter on the time dependent
velocity gradient at the surface for a single but ”well controlled” cavitation
bubble.

Generally, the flow strength tangent to the wall is expressed by the wall
shear stress, τw. It is the wall normal gradient of the velocity, U, at the wall,
y = 0, scaled by the dynamic viscosity of water, µ = 10−3 Pa s:

τw = µ
dU

dy

∣∣∣∣
y=0

(2.1)

To correlate this quantity with the bubble dynamics we make use of
high-speed photography. In our previous work [5] we revealed that the
particles on the surface are accelerated only during a very brief moment
of the bubble oscillation phase; this is after a re-entrant jet has devel-
oped [6], which pierces through the lower bubble interface, and impinges
onto the rigid wall [7, 8].

2.2 Experimental setup

Ultrasound generated cavitation bubbles appear statistically and are dif-
ficult to control. Therefore, we study the flow from a single bubble gener-
ated at the focus of a pulsed laser which allows for high spatial and tempo-
ral control. A frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser (Solo PIV, New Wave, λ =

532 nm, pulse duration 6 ns) is focused at a distance h from the boundary,
see Fig. 2.1. The origin of the cartesian xy-coordinate system is positioned
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the geometry of the experiment to correlate the wall
shear stress with the bubble dynamics. The bubble is generated at the
laser focus at xy-position (0, h). The center of the probe is located at
(∆X, 0)

on the wall with the y-axis pointing up towards the bubble center as indi-
cated in Fig. 2.1. To measure the wall shear stress we make use of a re-
sistive thin film sensor (model 55R46 from Dantec Dynamics, Skovlunde,
Denmark) located at a distance ∆x from the origin. The dimensions of
the active sensor area are 750 µm × 200 µm. The probe is connected to a
anemometer (CTA, Streamline, Dantec Dynamics); and its working prin-
ciple is based on the cooling of the sensor by advection [9]. As it oper-
ates in a constant temperature mode, thus the signal from the CTA is pro-
portional to the current needed to stabilize the temperature. Internally
the CTA uses a feedback loop with an upper frequency of 50kHz supply-
ing a constant current through a Wheatstone bridge; the sensor is part of
one arm of the bridge. A relation resembling King’s law [9] can be derived
exploiting the similarity between a temperature and a velocity boundary
layer. This leads to

E2 = A + Bτ
1/n
w , (2.2)
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where E is the measured voltage and τw the wall shear stress. From cali-
bration measurements in channel flows we determine the constants A, B,
and n for wall shear stress 0.05 Pa< τw < 10 Pa (see section 2.2.1).

The sensor is flush mounted in a rigid boundary which is connected
to a two-axis translation stage to adjust the vertical, h, and the lateral po-
sition, ∆x, with sufficient accuracy, see Fig. 2.1. The bubble dynamics is
recorded at the same time with the wall-shear stress measurements with
a high speed camera at moderate resolution (Photron APX, 128 X 96 pixels
and 90.000 frames/s). Additionally, the acoustic signals from the bub-
ble nucleation and later collapses are probed with a hydrophone (Grass
10CH, Holte, Denmark, positioned about 15mm from the laser focus). All
three signals, the wall shear stress, the frame synchronization signal from
the camera, and the acoustic emission are recorded simultaneously. Be-
cause of the high reproducibility of laser induced bubbles showing with
the same laser power and acoustic signature we present in this chapter
frames taken at higher spatial resolution and with improved illumination
using a HPV-1 camera (Shimadzu Europa GmbH, Duisburg, Germany) at
a resolution of 312 X 260pixels at 250.000frames/s.

2.2.1 Probe calibration

For the calibration our CTA-probe was flush mounted it in the top wall of
a microchannel (µ-Slide VI, ibidi, Munich, Germany). This microchannel
has a rectangular cross-section of 3.8mm by 0.4mm and the shear rates
are calculated based on a fully developed laminar flow. For zero flow no
shear exists gives and it is immediately clear that A = E2

0 or the heat loss
from the probe due to radiation. B and n still remain unknown but can be
obtained through a series of calibration measurements where a shear flow
with known strength is imposed on the probe. The channel is hooked up
to a syringe pump to impose a pressure driven flow of constant velocity
over a period of time. The shear is calculated from the flow velocity and
plotted against the increase in the quadratic voltage applied across the
probe (E2 −E2

0) on a double log scale(see figure 2.2). The inclination of the
line gives us n and the offset results in B thus fully defining the response
of our probe.
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Figure 2.2: Double logarithmic plot of the data from the shear probe plot-
ted against the calculated shear stress which is imposed on the probe. The
two sets of measurements are represented by the black dots and the grey
triangles and the dashed red line denotes the fitted curve used to get the
constants needed for the calibration of the probe.

2.3 Results and discussion

A data set from one experiment is shown in Fig. 2.3. It consists of three
rows: on the top selected frames from the high speed recording, below the
calibrated wall shear stress from the CTA, and at the bottom the acoustic
signal recorded with the hydrophone. The cavitation bubble expansion
and collapse cycle with a maximum bubble radius of 0.75 mm lasts for
143 µs. The first bubble expansion takes place in the first 65 µs during
which the bubble flattens at the proximal side to the boundary and devel-
ops a spherical shape at the distant side. During shrinkage more liquid
rushes in from the top leading to a faster shrinkage of the upper part of
the bubble which is nicely visible at time 133 µs. The bubble reaches a
minimum volume very close to this frame which is visible in the acoustic
emission in the second row of Fig. 2.3 at time 143 µs. More acoustic emis-
sions are visible, the first spike at time 0 is generated during the genera-
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Figure 2.3: Simultaneous measurement of the bubble shape, the acous-
tic emission, and the shear stress exerted on the boundary. The selected
frames in the top row present the bubble pulsation close to a boundary.
The bottom part of each frame is a reflection from the boundary and helps
to locate the position of the wall. The bubble collapses non-spherical
symmetrical with the formation of a reentrant jet flow. During reexpan-
sion the bubble deforms into a pan-cake shape. Acoustic emission (third
row) is recorded during the bubble creation and bubble collapses; yet, in-
tense shearing of the liquid close to the boundary (second row, measured
at the marked position in the first frame) is only observed 17 µs after the
first collapse. Thus maximum wall shear stress is not occurring during
bubble collapse but when the radial spreading jet flows across the sensor.
The maximum bubble radius is 0.75mm and the bubble is created 0.8mm
away from the boundary. The dashed vertical lines indicate the time of
the picture taken and shown in the top row.
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tion of the bubble and the third spike (at time 246 µs) during the second
bubble collapse. Other lower amplitude spikes come from reflections of
the pressure waves and are an acoustic signature of the container. As a
side note, the acoustic propagation time from the laser focus to the hy-
drophone has been determined by correlating the acoustic signal with a
negative spike recorded by the hot film sensor; this is presumably caused
by mild but rapid heating of the probe through the plasma emission from
the focused laser pulse.

During the first bubble oscillation period - from bubble creation up to
its first collapse- the recorded wall shear stress remains below 1 Pa and it
is not detectable on the scale in Fig. 2.3. We find that the wall shear stress
increases only after the acoustic emission of the collapse is recorded. A
maximum in the wall shear stress of 3.5 kPa is reached 17 µs after the col-
lapse. This amplitude is reached within 3 µs, likely limited by the band-
width of the CTA. The shear stress signal drops quickly afterwards, reaches
a second maximum and then decays exponentially on a slow timescale.
Also, a third local maximum is visible right after the second bubble col-
lapse at 246 µs. We explain the strong peak after the bubble collapse with
the jet spreading radially on the surface. As the sensor is 0.25 mm away
from the impact/stagnation point of the jet the delay between both re-
flects the travel time of the jet to the sensor. Assuming that the bubble
collapse and the jet impact are occurring within a few microseconds we
can estimate the velocity of the radial spreading jet to be around 15 m/s
which is in the expected range [10]. The slowly decaying component of
the later signal is likely caused by the expanding vortex ring [11]. How-
ever, we have no simple explanation for the second maximum and proba-
bly can only understand this when comparing with a fluid dynamics sim-
ulation. Please also note, that the sensor can only measure the absolute
value of the wall shear stress, e.g. it can’t detect flow reversal.

The results of many of such experiments are summarized in Fig. 2.4.
For the further analysis the initial distance from the wall and the lateral
location of the probe are now non-dimensionalized with the maximum
bubble radius Rmax, leading to the probe distance η = h/Rmax and stand-
off parameter γ = x/Rmax, respectively.

Outside the impact region of the jet the wall shear stress decreases
with distance simply due to mass conservation. The upper group in Fig.
2.4 quantifies the drop of the wall shear stress by plotting the maximum
of the signal as a function of η for one stand-off parameter γ = 1.0 ± 0.1
(see section 2.3.1 for a discussion of the effect of spatial averaging due to
a finite probe size). The wall shear stress drops within two bubble radii to
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Figure 2.4: In the upper part of the figure the maximum of the wall shear
stress as a function of the distance η for a stand-off distance of γ = 1.0 is
plotted. At the three marked positions a, b and c the time resolved signals
are displayed below. The inset of the upper plot depicts the wall shear
stress double logarithmically and compared to the Glauert solution [12]
with a similarity exponent of -2.75 (• for γ = 1.0± 0.1 and♦ for γ = 2.5±
0.2).
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about 10% from its maximum value. This supports our previous finding
that bubble induced cleaning is occurring on circular patches with radii
comparable to the bubble [5, 13]. Three example signals named a to c are
depicted in the lower rows. Close to the impact point (a and b in Fig. 2.4)
the amplitude of the signal changes, yet the shape remains similar. Fur-
ther away (c in Fig. 2.4) the initial peak is strongly reduced, i.e. its mag-
nitude is similar to the expanding vortex ring. By plotting the maximum
of the wall shear stress double logarithmically we can test for a power law
dependency. Glauerts similarity solution [12] of the Navier Stokes equa-
tions of a steady and infinitely thin wall jet predicts a scaling of τ ∝ η−2.75.
In the inset of Fig. 2.4 the two lines have a slope of −2.75, the solid line
goes through data points for γ = 1.0 and the dashed line through a sec-
ond set of data with γ = 2.5. We find good agreement between the steady
similiarity solution and the measurements from an impulsive wall jetting
flow. For larger distances η the signal of the wall shear probe is very weak
leading to noisier measurements. Also we expect a transition of the lami-
nar boundary to a turbulent one.

2.3.1 Spatial shear averaging

The size of the measuring area of the CTA-probe is quite significant when
compared to the sizes of our bubbles (The bubbles have maximum radii
of around 0.75mm and the hotfilm is 0.2mm wide). This can result in sig-
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Figure 2.5: The exact solution of τ = 100η−2.75 (in blue) is spatially aver-
aged over an area of ∆η = 0.32 (curve in red) to get an estimate of the error
introduced into our measurements by the size of the probe.
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nificant spatial averaging of the shear stress signal. To get some idea of
how large an impact it has a numerical study was done where the fit for
the γ = 1 from figure 3 of the main paper is taken as the reference signal.
This signal is then averaged over η over a length comparable to the width
of the probe’s hotfilm ( ∆η = 0.32 ' 2.4mm). Both the reference curve
and the spatially averaged result are plotted in figure 2.5 in blue and red
respectively.

2.4 Conclusion

In summary we have shown, that a millimeter sized bubble collapsing
close to a boundary creates very intense strong shear stress. A wall shear
stress of 3.5 kPa relates to a spatial acceleration of the flow from zero at
the boundary to 3.5 m/s at only a distance of 1 µm. The bandwidth lim-
ited temporal measurements reveal that this shear stress increases from
a few Pascals to 3.5kPa within 3 µs or less. This remarkable fluid dynam-
ics has its origin in the symmetry breaking of the spherical flow by the
boundary leading to the focused and high-speed jet.
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3
Controlled cavitation-cell

interaction: trans-membrane
transport and viability studies ‡

Cavitation bubble dynamics close to a rigid surface gives rise to a rapid and
transient fluid flow. A single bubble is created with a laser pulse at different
stand-off distances from the rigid surface, where the stand-off distance γ is
defined by γ = h/Rmax, with h being the initial distance and Rmax being
the maximum bubble radius. When the surface is covered with adherent
cells, molecular delivery and cell detachment after single cavitation activity
are observed at different locations. We find a maximum of cell detachment
at a normalized stand-off distance of γ ∼ 0.65. In contrast, the maximum
of the molecular uptake is found when γ approaches 0. The single cavita-
tion event has only little effect on the viability of cells in the non-detached
area. We find apoptosis of cells only very close to the area of detachment
and, additionally, the metabolism of the non-detached cells shows no pro-
nounced difference compared to control cells according to an MTS assay.
Thus, although the cavitation event is responsible for the detachment of
cells, only few of the remaining cells undergo a permanent change.

‡Published as: Rory Dijkink, Séverine Le Gac, Erwin Nijhuis, Albert van den Berg, István
Vermes, André Poot and Claus-Dieter Ohl, Controlled cavitationcell interaction: trans-
membrane transport and viability studies, Phys. Med. Biol. 53, pp. 375-390 (2008).
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3.1 Introduction

The effect of continuous and weak wall shear stress on adherent cells and
their biological pathways is well documented in literature [1]. For higher
flow velocities in the bulk, the wall shear stress increases and this eventu-
ally leads to the detachment and transport of cells with the flow. A tran-
sient and strong flow allows the exposure of cells to high levels of shear
yet without their detachment. Recently, it was observed that this regime
of short but high wall shear stress facilitates the uptake of non-membrane
permeant molecules into the cells [2].

This finding might allow for developing strategies for the delivery of
foreign and large molecules into cells. The necessary fast and transient
flow is created with a cluster of vapor bubbles induced with an acous-
tic wave. By aiming the focused acoustic source close to a surface plated
with adherent cells, bubbles can be generated in the vicinity of the cells.
The bubbles expand rapidly within a few tens of microseconds to radii of
200 µm and above [2]. During the accelerated shrinkage of the bubbles
being close to the cell-supporting surface the fluid flow is concentrated
into a jet directed toward this surface [3, 4, 5]. This jet flow impacts onto
the surface and then spreads radially on top of the adherent cells. With
increasing radial distance from the point of jet impact on the surface we
find cell detachment, cell death and molecular delivery. It is known that
the size of the bubble and its distance from the boundary strongly affects
the magnitude and duration of the flow close to the surface where the
cells reside [6, 4]. Unfortunately, when vapor bubbles are nucleated with
acoustic waves there is no control on the distance of the bubble with re-
spect to the wall [7] and little on the number density and distance be-
tween bubbles [8].

The uncontrolled nature of this type of cavitation exposure to cells
causes poor repeatability of the experiment. Thus, we were not able to
quantify the molecular uptake and the viability of the cells after the bub-
ble activity in previous studies [2] with respect to the bubble dynamics.
This experimental shortcoming is now solved by utilizing a laser pulse to
create a single bubble [9] close to the adherent cells. The usage of a fo-
cused laser pulse allows for controlling the start of the bubble pulsation,
its position and its maximum size. This method enables parameter stud-
ies on the fluid dynamics and the effect on cells. In detail we report here
on the radius of the cell detachment, cell morphology, molecular delivery,
cell viability and induction of apoptosis. All of the data presented are from
well-controlled and repeatable experiments involving a single-cavitation
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event.
The chapter is organized as follows: firstly, the experimental set-up

to generate and photograph single-cavitation events is presented. Sec-
ondly, cell cultivation, staining, confocal laser microscopy, and the viabil-
ity MTS assay are introduced. In the results section we give an overview
on the details of the bubble dynamics and related flow phenomena. Sub-
sequently, the cell-detachment area and the amount of molecular uptake
as a function of the stand-off distance are discussed. This section is suc-
ceeded with biological relevant studies on cavitation-induced apoptosis
and cell viability. In the discussion the origin and the importance of the
high speed flow generated close to the boundary on the observed biolog-
ical effects are emphasized.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Experimental set-up to create single-cavitation bubbles

Single millimeter sized cavitation bubbles are created by focusing pulsed
laser light into a liquid. Therefore, we use an infrared Nd:YAG laser (New
Wave Solo, Fremont, Ca, USA) at the fundamental wavelength of 1064nm

with a pulse duration of 7ns and a pulse energy of approximately 16mJ.
The laser light enters a cuvette from the top through an aberration mini-
mized lens system, see figure 3.1. The cuvette is filled with a cell culture
medium (Iscoves modified Dulbeccos medium, see below). The lens sys-
tem is partly submerged and attached to a z-positioning stage. Thereby,
the distance between the laser focus where the bubbles are created and
the surface covered with adherent cells can be precisely adjusted. Adher-
ent cells are plated onto the bottom surface of open eight-well plates ar-
ranged on a single microscope slide (µ-slide eight well, ibidi, Martinsried,
Germany) which is submerged into the cuvette. This procedure allows,
due to geometrical constraints, cavitation experiments in the central four
wells while keeping the chamber slide submerged. The remaining outer
wells are used as controls.

All walls (cell culture chambers, bottom of the cuvette and its side
walls) are transparent to facilitate visual control and recording. There-
fore, the set-up is equipped with two cameras. A double frame camera
(Sensicam QE double shutter, PCO, Kehlheim, Germany) allows viewing
from the side as illustrated in figure 3.1 to record the position of the bub-
ble with respect to the cell layer. The second camera, a digital 4megapixel
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Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up used to generate single laser-induced
cavitation bubbles close to adherent cells. The cavitation bubble is gen-
erated with an infrared laser pulse coming from the top into the medium-
filled container and focused with a lens system. The upper dichroic mir-
ror reflects the laser pulse but lets pass some light for illumination from
the top. Cameras 1 and 2 record the bubble dynamics from aside and be-
low, respectively. Side illumination is achieved with a bright light-emitting
diode. Cells are grown in eight-well plates on a slide which is positioned
on the transparent bottom of the container. An Hg lamp is also placed
below the container for fluorescence measurements; this light source is
used to excite the cells that have taken up a fluorescent dye.
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still camera, is connected to the camera port of the inverted microscope
(Axiovert CF 40, Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany) supporting the cuvette, and
is used for fluorescence imaging.

3.2.2 Cell culture and preparation for cavitation experiments

Epidermal HeLa cells (derived from human cervix carcinoma) are grown
in Iscoves modified Dulbeccos medium supplemented with 10% of fetal
calf serum (FCS) and 1% antibiotic antimycotic (all supplements are ob-
tained from Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands). Cultures are performed
in a humidified incubator with a temperature of 37◦C and a CO2 level of
5%. Tissue culture equipment is purchased from Nalge Nunc (Fisher Sci-
entific B.V, Landsmeer, The Netherlands). Prior to the experiments, cells
are seeded into the eight-well plates and grown overnight in an incubator
to allow attachment of the cells to the surface and subsequently to reach
an exponentially growing cell population. When 80 − 90% cell confluency
per well is obtained experiments were performed. The eight-well plate
is gently submerged into the tank filled with serum-free and pre-heated
culture medium.

3.2.3 Cell staining and imaging

Cell staining: Calcein. We investigate cell membrane permeabiliza-
tion using the small fluorescent molecule calcein (623molwt; maximum
absorption at wavelength λexc = 490nm and wavelength at maximum
emission λem = 515nm) (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Calcein at a
concentration of 1mgml−1 in a medium is gently injected into the wells
after the slide has been submerged into the non-supplemented culture
medium. After the cavitation experiment, the cells are thoroughly but also
carefully washed with a fresh medium to remove the remaining calcein
which causes a high level of background fluorescence.

Three-dyes cell staining. We study apoptosis using three cell stain-
ing dyes giving information on the cell state, namely TetraMethylRho-
damine Ethyl ester, perchlorate (TMRE ) (λexc = 550nm; λem = 590nm),
Annexin V-Alexa Fluor 647 (λexc = 650nm; λem = 665nm) and YOPRO-
1 (λexc = 491nm; λem = 509nm) (all from Molecular Probes, Invitro-
gen, Breda, The Netherlands). Cell staining is performed in a calcium-
enriched medium (2.5mMCaCl2) (calcium is required for binding of An-
nexin V to phosphatidylserine, PS, present on the outer membrane of ap-
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optotic cells) supplemented with the dyes at the concentrations of 300nM,
0.5%v/v and 500nM for TMRE, Annexin V-Alexa Fluor 647 and YOPRO-1,
respectively. We investigate two approaches (see results section): (i) ei-
ther we wash cells and add fresh culture medium supplemented with cal-
cium and the dyes after the cavitation experiment or (ii) we perform the
experiments in a calcium-enriched culture medium (the tank was filled
with calcium-enriched but not supplemented culture medium) and add
the dyes at the end of the experiment.

Fluorescence microscopy. We use a microscope (Axiovert CF40, Carl
Zeiss, Gottingen, Germany) with a 5× objective to photograph the calcein
uptake. Fluorescence is excited with a mercury lamp (HBO 50, Carl Zeiss)
and observed with an appropriate filter block (no. 09, Carl Zeiss, band
pass BP excitation filter 450nm < λ < 490nm, long pass LP emission filter
λ > 510nm).

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Confocal laser scan-
ning microscopy is performed on a Zeiss LSM 510-meta system. Excita-
tion and filters are as follows: TMRE, λexc = 543nm, LP 560nm; Alexa
Fluor 647, λexc = 633nm, LP 650nm; YOPRO-1, λexc = 488nm, BP 500 −

550nm. A multi-track configuration is used in case of imaging with several
dyes. Laser intensity is decreased to limit photo-bleaching; it is set at 5%,
4% and 10% of the maximum for 488nm, 543nm and 633nm, respectively.

Image analysis. The size of the bubble and its distance from the wall
are determined from pictures taken during the maximum bubble expan-
sion with the side viewing camera. The size of the cell depleted area is
measured with image processing techniques. For this, bright field illumi-
nation of the individual wells gave the best contrast. The position of the
laser focus is determined from bright continuum emission of the plasma.
The magnification of the picture is obtained from geometrical features of
the individual plastic wells.

Calcein uptake is measured from the fluorescent micrographs taken
with a still color camera. After suitable image processing the area in each
picture with positive cells (green fluorescent) and the average level of dye
uptake as a function of the radial distance from the projected laser focus
are determined. Image processing is done with the MATLAB/IP toolbox
(The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
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3.2.4 MTS assay

Cell viability after exposure to a cavitation event is assessed through an
MTS (3 − (4, 5 − dimethylthiazol − 2 − yl) − 5 − (3 − carboxymethoxy-
phenyl) − 2 − (4 − sulfophenyl) − 2H − tetrazolium, inner salt) assay.
Directly following the cavitation experiment wells are washed. MTS is
added according to the CellTiter 96 AQueos 96 proliferation assay proto-
col (Promega, WI, USA) 1 hour before recording the absorbance. It should
be noted that when the reagent is added without washing the wells (i.e.
removing the medium where the experiment is performed) the redox re-
action on which the MTS assay relies is hindered. This is thought to be
due to a high amount of chemicals that are released in the medium due to
cell lysis and necrosis upon exposure to the cavitation bubble. The MTS
cell proliferation assay is performed 0, 2, 4 and 24 h after cavitation ex-
posure. During this time the plates are incubated at 37◦C and 1 h before
recording the absorbance the MTS reagent was added. The MTS reagent
is converted by dehydrogenase enzymes in metabolically active cells into
soluble formazan whose absorbance is read at 492nm using an automated
Victor plate reader. This absorbance value is directly proportional to the
amount of viable cells. Similar measurements are concomitantly con-
ducted on control cells that have also undergone the same treatment, i.e.
seeded in eight-well chambers, taken out of the incubator for a while, sub-
merged into the same growth medium, but not exposed to cavitation bub-
bles.

3.3 Results

The usage of a laser to create single cavitation bubbles allows exposing ad-
herent cells to a reproducible controlled flow. One of the important exper-
imental parameters for the cavitationcell interaction is the distance be-
tween the bubble center and the substrate on which the cells were grown.
This so-called stand-off distance γ is defined by γ = h/Rmax, where h

is the initial distance of the bubble center to the wall and Rmax is the
maximum radius of the bubble. In the potential flow limit bubbles with
the same stand-off distance exhibit similar dynamics. Three examples of
the bubble dynamics for different stand-off distances are presented in fig-
ure 3.2. Here, the distance of the bubble nucleation point from the bound-
ary is increased from top (figure 3.2(a)) to bottom (figure 3.2(c)) and for
each distance five frames from a high speed sequence have been selected.
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Figure 3.2(a) depicts a bubble very close, stand-off distance γ = 0.1, to the
boundary which is at the lower part of the individual frames. Here, the
bubble expands resembling nearly a hemisphere; it shrinks, and then col-
lapses at about 200µs after its creation. During re-expansion the bubble
develops into a cigar shape upward directed structure.

When the bubble is created at some distance away from the boundary,
see figure 3.2(b) with γ = 0.9, the upper side of the bubble again expands
into a spherical shape, whereas the lower side facing the boundary is flat-
tened. During shrinkage the bubble obtains an approximate triangular
shape in projection and a jet flow is generated starting from the top more
curved part of the bubble and being accelerated toward the boundary.
The jet flow is not visible in this sequence but responsible for the toroidal
bubble in the last frame of the high-speed sequence of figure 3.2(b). Here,
after the impact and spreading of the jet flow, a vortex ring is generated,
which stabilizes the re-expanding bubble into a torus.

In contrast, the jet flow becomes, although indirectly, visible in the se-
quence at the largest stand-off distance γ = 2.0. The bubble expands and
collapses almost spherically; yet again a thin and fast jet flow is created
which is visualized by the shape of the re-expanding bubble on top of this
jet flow. The jet flow causes the cusp shape at the lower bubble side, and
the jet impacts around t = 300µs on the surface. Additionally, the bubble
moves toward the boundary and presumably, the second collapse of the
bubble (not shown here) takes place on the boundary.

It has been observed that detachment of cells occurs after the jet has
impacted on the wall [7, 2] and that the cells are washed away during the
radial spreading of the jet on the surface. Thus, it is expected that the ve-
locity of the jet at impact is an important parameter for cell detachment.
Further, it has been found that the detachment region continues to grow
even after the bubble has ceased. It is very probable that the later detach-
ment is caused by a vortex ring fed by the jet flow.

From simple arguments the jet impact velocity must possess at least
one global maximum between γ = 0 and γ = ∞. A bubble collapsing
very far from the boundary will not develop a jet or the jet has died out
before it reaches the wall. A bubble which expands as a hemisphere, γ =

0, will - due to symmetry reasons - not develop a jet flow. Indeed, the
measurements of Philipp and Lauterborn [10] show a maximum impact
velocity at a stand-off distance of γ ∼ 0.7. Thus as we assume that the
detachment and the impact velocity of the jet are correlated, we would
expect a maximum in the detachment area for γ ∼ 0.7 as well.
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3.3.1 Area of cell detachment

We find no cell detachment for stand-off distances larger than γ > 2.0.
Therefore, the reported γ values in this work are limited to the range be-
tween 0 and 2.0. All the bubbles have an average maximum radius of
1.0mm ± 15%. The three fluorescent micrographs in figure 3.2 illustrate
the areas of cell detachment together with the high-speed sequence as a
function of the standoff distance. When the bubble is created far from the
cell layer little or no cell detachment is observed. With decreasing dis-
tance the cell detachment area increases. Interestingly, the detachment
area reaches a maximum at γ ∼ 0.65, and then the area decreases again
yet to a finite area as γ approaches 0. The reproducibility in this experi-
ment is demonstrated by the scatter in the data points in figure 3.3 e.g.,
we achieve a reproducibility of the detachment radius of 10 − 20%. The
radius of the detachment area for small stand-off distances is in the or-
der of the maximum bubble radius Rmax, which is in agreement with the
findings in our previous work [2]. Interestingly, both the detachment area
and the impact velocity of the jet obtain a maximum at approximately the
same stand-off distance of γ ∼ 0.7. This agrees with the previous findings
of Junge et al [7] and Ohl et al [11, 2] that the jet is responsible for a strong
boundary layer flow able to detach the cells. Interestingly, detachment is
still found for γ ∼ 0 thus when no flow-focusing phenomenon is expected.
Here, presumably the boundary layer breaks the symmetry of the hemi-
spherical inflow during the last collapse phase and a net flow from the top
prevails which might be responsible for the observed cell detachment.

3.3.2 Molecular delivery into cells

Next, we investigate the cavitation-induced uptake of foreign molecules
through the cell membrane. This uptake is probed with the fluorescent
molecule calcein (623Da, Stokes-radius 0.68nm) which is added to the
medium before the cavitation event. After cavitation exposure cells are
carefully washed and the calcein uptake quantified with fluorescence mi-
croscopy. The patterns of molecular uptake for the three representative
stand-off distances γ = 0.1, 0.9 and 2 are depicted besides the corre-
sponding bubble series in figure 3.2. The green fluorescence originates
from the interior (cytoskeleton) of the adherent HeLa cells. Thus, the
laser-induced cavitation bubble is able to porate the cell membrane very
similar to shockwave- induced cavitation.

From the pictures as shown on the right of figure 3.2 we quantify the
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Figure 3.3: Plot of the averaged non-dimensionalized radius Rdet/Rmax of
the cell detachment area (πR2

det) as a function of the stand-off distance γ.
The filled circles are individual experiments and the dashed line is a fitted
parabola with a correlation coefficient of 0.95. The error in the detach-
ment radius is obtained from the variations in the radius of the detached
area along the circumference. The averaged maximum bubble radius is
1.0mm± 15%.

uptake with two methods. For both of the methods the geometrical cen-
ter of the uptake area is determined first and then the fluorescent intensity
distribution is measured as a function of the radial distance while averag-
ing over the angle. The radial distribution of the calcein uptake is shown
in figure 3.4 for various stand-off distances. Please note that the height of
each curve is rescaled e.g., their amplitude does not reveal the integrated
intensity. Calcein positive cells are found on a ring surrounding the de-
tachment area, i.e. uptake is found for cells being exposed presumably to
the highest levels of wall shear stress while remaining attached. The width
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Figure 3.4: Fluorescence intensity pattern as a function of the distance
from the projected center of the bubble (normalized by the maximum ra-
dius of the bubble Rmax) for various stand-off distance values γ. For each
stand-off distance the zero fluorescence baselines are vertical and the sig-
nal represents the integrated fluorescence signal averaged over the angle.
In average the maximum bubble radius is 1.0mm± 15%.

of the ring of calcein uptake varies with the stand-off distance: the closer
the bubble is generated to the boundary the wider the ring of uptake.

What is the optimum stand-off distance for molecular uptake? An an-
swer to this question is given in figure 3.5 by plotting the total area of
calcein fluorescence for various γ-values; this area is normalized by the
cross-section of the bubble. Although the scatter of the data is large, a
clear trend is visible: with decreasing stand-off distance more cells show
uptake. This negative trend is supported by a Spearman rank correlation
coefficient of −0.77. Maximum uptake is found for bubbles closest to the
cells, i.e. for γ = 0 and the uptake decreases with increasing distance. In
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contrast to the finding of a maximum of the detachment at γ ∼ 0.65, we
find monotonically increasing uptake when the bubble is created closer
to the cells. The absolute value in figure 3.5 however should be read with
care for a few reasons: firstly, not the whole cell is fluorescent but only
some fraction of it. Secondly, though confluence is constant it is not taken
into account in this measurement and last, low levels of fluorescence may
be lost by applying a threshold in the image analysis. Thus, the number of
cells affected cannot be directly read from the area of uptake.

3.3.3 Cavitation-induced cell death

It is reported in Ohl et al [2] that cell death (ethidium bromide positive
cells) occurs at the edge of the detached region. The question remains
whether cell death is necrosis- or apoptosistype and whether deep into
the non-detached cell layer late apoptosis is induced. Effects on cell vi-
ability and especially the induction of apoptosis have been reported for
cancerous human lymphocytes exposed to cavitation bubbles driven with
a continuous ultrasound wave [12].

Here, for the study of apoptosis fluorescent compounds are used and
for quantitative analysis of cell metabolism an MTS assay is employed.
For this study and the below reported MTS assay, we fixed the stand-off
distance of the bubble to γ ∼ 1.

The fluorescent staining agents for the apoptosis studies consist of a
set of three apoptotic and viability markers which allow for detecting cell
death and for distinguishing between apoptosis and necrosis. The first
marker is a mitochondrial staining, TetraMethylRhodamine Ethyl ester
(or TMRE, perchlorate) which is dependent on the inner mitochondrial
membrane potential. Healthy cells are positive to TMRE, whereas they
become TMRE-negative when entering apoptosis as a result of the depo-
larization of the inner membrane of the mitochondria. Later in the pro-
cess of apoptosis, the phospholipid composition of the cell membrane
changes, notably with the externalization of phosphatidylserine (PS)
which is targeted by the second marker, Annexin V-Alexa Fluor 647 [13,
14]. The third dye is a nuclear probe, YOPRO-1 that enters cells only after
disruption of their membrane (in late stages of apoptosis). By using these
three dyes, we can distinguish between viable cells (TMRE-positive), cells
entering apoptosis (TMRE-negative), early apoptotic cells (Annexin V-pos-
itive) and late apoptotic cells (Annexin V and YOPRO-1 positive).

In a first step, we wash cells after the cavitation experiment, place
them in a calcium enriched medium supplemented with the three dyes
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Figure 3.5: Plot of the measured area (normalized by the cross-section of
the bubble at maximum radius, πR2

max) with calcein uptake as a function
of the stand-off distance γ. The error in the measured area of uptake is ob-
tained by varying the threshold value during image analysis by±10%. Ad-
ditionally, we performed a rank correlation test (Spearman) which gives a
correlation coefficient of −0.77, supporting the large negative correlation
between the stand-off distance and the uptake area. The dashed line is
linear least square fit to the data. The averaged maximum bubble radius
is 1.0mm± 15%.

and image them using CLSM. Cells are found TMRE-positive both in the
control samples and in the treated wells except close to the detachment
area. In the zone surrounding the detachment area, cells are round-shaped
and some of them start to detach. Moreover, cells in this area become
positive to both Annexin V and YOPRO-1, indicating apoptosis. It is im-
portant to mention that dead cells that have detached from the surface
and float in the medium are removed upon washing and replacing the
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medium.
Not to loose the free-floating cells dying directly upon exposure to the

bubble, we decided to carry out a second series of experiments without
washing the cells at the end of the cavitation experiment but by directly
using calcium-enriched culture medium and to only add the three dyes
after the cavitation experiment. As depicted in figure 3.6, the amount of
cells positive to both Annexin V and YOPRO-1 increases and are randomly
dispersed in the well, both on the detached area as well as above the vi-
able cells, as these dead cells are free to move in the solution. Apoptosis
is mainly detected at the border of the detachment area and not in cells
further away. This is visible in figure 3.6 by the two-colored ring located
around the detachment area detected by confocal microscopy.

Using the same procedure (without washing) we image cells over time
at one particular location at the border of the detachment area for 3h

(starting circa 30 min after the cavitation experiment) with a 10min in-
terval between pictures. Two confocal microscope images have been se-
lected in figure 3.7 depicting the area 30min and 3h after the cavitation
event. It shows the increasing number of apoptotic cells as time passes.
At the beginning, figure 3.7 top, mainly Annexin V-positive cells are found,
whereas the amount of YOPRO-1-positive cells increases in the first hours.
The shape of the cells evolves as well, blebs become larger and hollow
structures into which apoptotic cells leak appear, see figure 3.7 bottom.

Both themorphology of the cells (e.g. blebbing) and the consecutive
staining with Annexin V and YOPRO-1 characterize these cells as apop-
totic and not necrotic. In the case of necrosis, the cell membrane and
nucleus are permanently porated and cells become simultaneously pos-
itive to Annexin V and YOPRO-1. Furthermore, necrosis is instantaneous
and no cell blebbing, which is characteristic for apoptosis, takes place.

We perform timelapse imaging up to 24h after the cavitation exper-
iment. After 24h, not significantly more dead cells are found (data not
shown). Also, cells located close to the detachment area grow again and
adopt a flat and stretched shape, which is demonstrated in figure 3.8.
This indicates that cell growth is not inhibited by the cavitation event.
In this figure cells located close to the detachment area are compared 1
and 24h after cavitation exposure; the two pictures reveal that cells adopt
a round shape just after the cavitation event whereas they reshape back
to a monolayer flat morphology one day after the experiment. Longer
monitoring of cell viability is not feasible due to the limited size of the
wells. In summary, we see that cell death occurs by apoptosis and mainly
close to the spot where the bubble is created. Moreover, cell death is ob-
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Figure 3.6: Reconstituted picture of the detachment area and its sur-
rounding part, showing the four zones on the surface. Cells are stained
with the set of three markers for detecting apoptosis after exposure to the
cavitation bubble. TMRE (red in color online and gray outer cells in print)
stains viable cells, while (Annexin V-Alexa Fluor 647) (blue in color online
and dark gray inner cells in print) (YOPRO-1) (green in color online and
bright cells at the border in print) stain dead cells. TMRE-positive cells are
found everywhere in the monolayer but in the detached area (zone 1) and
just around it (zone 2), where cells have been affected by the cavitation
bubble. Annexin V- and YOPRO-1-positive cells are found floating in the
medium above the monolayer and the detached area as well as the border
of the detachment area (zone 2) where cells are dying at a slow time-scale.
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Figure 3.7: Two views from a time-lapse imaging sequence recorded at the
border of the detachment area illustrating changes in cells and apparition
of apoptosis as a result of the cavitation bubble induced flow. In both
views the cells are stained with three dyes, TMRE, Alexa Fluor 647 (cou-
pled to Annexin V) and YOPRO-1. The upper view was taken 30min after
exposing the cells to the cavitation event. At t = 30min, there are a few
dead cells at the center of the viewing area (enlarged in insert 2) and at the
left (insert 1). After 2h (data not shown), a new group of dead cells appear
right to the center. Also blebbing structures, characteristic for apoptosis,
appear on the cytoplasmic membrane in these three groups of cells. 3h

after the cavitation event the blebs become larger (inserts 1 and 2). Also
DNA staining is shown by the bright spots illustrating the condensation of
chromatin and fragmentation of the DNA inside the nucleus.
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served within a few hours after the cavitation event but no further cellular
changes are observed after 2 − 3h.

3.3.4 Cell viability

Viability of HeLa cells after their exposure to a single bubble is concomi-
tantly assessed using an MTS assay over a time window of 24h so as to
determine whether cells are functioning properly or whether they have
been impaired by the cavitation event. This is compared to control sam-
ples, plated in similar microchambers but not submitted to a cavitation
event. Figure 3.9 presents the results as averaged values for formazan
absorbance (for four independent samples) for both series of samples
(treated and control) at 0, 2, 4 and 24h. These values are corrected for the
amount of cells in each well and therefore take into account the 5% loss of
cells observed directly after the cavitation event (detachment area). These
detached cells are removed by washing the samples prior to addition of
the MTS reagent. From the data presented in figure 3.9, we can conclude

Figure 3.8: Enlarged views of the border of the detachment area. Left:
1h after exposure to the cavitation bubble the cells along the detachment
area obtain presumably due to the loss of most of their focal adhesion
points a rounded shape. Right: 24h later, the cells grow again into the
former cell-denuded area and posses a flat shape.
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that the overall viability of cells within two hours after exposure to a cav-
itation event is comparable to that observed in the control wells. A small
decrease in cell viability (1 − 5%) is subsequently observed for the treated
samples (at 4 and 24h); this can be explained with the apoptosis of cells
in the direct vicinity of the detachment area. The incidence that a single
cavitation bubble has on a monolayer of HeLa cells with respect to the cell
viability is in good agreement with the data collected using CLSM tech-
niques that show a small increase in apoptosis within a few hours follow-
ing the cavitation event close to the location of bubble oscillation whereas
the overall amount of dead cells remains constant at longer time-scales
(e.g., 24h). The initial lower abundance measured for formazan produc-
tion, at t = 0, which shows a lower metabolic activity of cells just after
the experiment for both the control and treated samples can be explained
by the stress these cells have undergone: they have been taken out of the
incubator and their medium has changed. After two hours, the cells have
recovered as indicated by the higher metabolic activity.
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Figure 3.9: Cell viability and metabolic activity assessed through an MTS
assay. Samples were taken at t = 0, 2, 4 and 24h for cells exposed to a
cavitation bubble (gray) (at t = 0) and for control cells (white) that under-
went the same treatment except from the exposure to a cavitation event.
Data correspond to the absorbance intensity measured at 492nm for the
production of formazan by cells; these values have been averaged over
four samples and are corrected for the amount of cells remaining in the
wells (i.e. they take into account cell detachment following the cavitation
event).
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Regions in the monolayer of cell-bubble interaction

After exposure to a cavitation bubble the monolayer of cells can be di-
vided in four distinct regions. The first region is located directly below the
center of the bubble and corresponds to the spot of jet impact and radial
spreading. In this region cells are suddenly detached. The second region
is located around the detachment zone and consists of a 1-3 cell wide ring
where cells die on a time-scale of 1 − 2h. These cells have greatly experi-
enced the jet-induced flow but they have not been detached, and as a re-
sult become porated in a permanent way, causing apoptosis. In an earlier
study we found, when fixing the cells within a few minutes after the cav-
itation exposure, large pores in SEM pictures of those cells [2]. The third
zone is composed of cells which are porated but to a lesser extent and in
a transient way. This region is the area where viable drug delivery occurs.
The fourth zone consists of the rest of the monolayer and is composed of
cells which are unaffected by the cavitation event; they are located too far
from the bubble-induced flow.

We assume that the pore size and/or the number of pores in the mem-
brane decrease with increasing distance of the cells from the bubble cen-
ter. Cells located very close to the bubble (region 1 and 2) are literally
perforated; they are lysed or die by apoptosis. Cells located in region 3 are
also porated but pores are smaller or less frequent, and they enable the
entry of foreign substances (region 3) or are too small for that. It might
be possible to decide if either the number of pores or the size of the pores
decreases with distance by using particles of different sizes with different
fluorescent markers and evaluate their uptake pattern as a function of the
distance from the jet impact.

3.4.2 Cell death

As already mentioned, exposure to a cavitation event leads to cell death
in given zones in the monolayer. Either immediate cell lysis or slow apop-
totic death is observed 1 − 3h after cavitation exposure in the first ring
of cells around the detachment area. On a longer time-scale no further
change is observed and remaining cells are observed to be viable and
functioning properly according to an MTS assay. Moreover according to
confocal studies cells in region 2 die by apoptosis and not by necrosis as
indicated by the Annexin V-positive staining. This finding is similar with
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the reported cell death following ultrasound exposure with microbubbles
[15]. However, it is not clear in the ultrasound experiments if similar but
smaller scale bubble dynamics is present, see also van Wamel et al [16].

Sonoporation leads to death of cells according to two mechanisms, ei-
ther by lysis [17, 18] or apoptosis [19]. If in vivo cell killing is the goal, then
apoptosis would be the preferred modality as fewer immune reactions are
expected from the organism while cell lysis evokes an inflammatory re-
sponse [20]. In our experiments, we observe apoptotic bodies floating in
solution (data not shown); this demonstrates that cells are detached from
the surface upon bubble expansion and collapse as suggested by Ohl and
Wolfrum [21]. Yet, cell lysis can not be excluded especially for cells close
to the stagnation point. Indeed, first attempts to carry out an MTS as-
say without washing have not been successful; our hypothesis is that the
medium was full of chemicals released by cells and that these compounds
hinder the redox reaction on which the MTS assay is based. Consequently,
although cells die by apoptosis we cannot exclude lysis for cells from the
detached area.

3.4.3 Correlation with wall shear stress exposure

Our main assumption is that the cavitation-induced flow strains the ad-
herent cells which leads to pore creation in their membranes and conse-
quently to the uptake of molecules from the surrounding fluid into the
cells cytoplasm. Although this study does not reveal the dynamics of cell
membrane straining, the obtained results are supported by this general
picture of a fluid mechanical induced forcing of the cell membrane. The
second observation, namely cell detachment, is found for bubbles col-
lapsing close enough to the boundary, γ 6 2. A maximum of the detached
area is found for γ = 0.65. Interestingly, it has also been reported that the
highest jet impact velocities are occurring between 1 and 0.5 [10]. This
finding suggests that detachment of the cells might be correlated with the
impulsive flow from the spreading of the wall jet. Unfortunately, the fluid
dynamics driven by the cavitation bubble is considerably more complex
e.g., the bubble collapses multiple times, a translation of the bubble cen-
ter toward the wall occurs, a long lasting vortex ring is created. Still, con-
sidering that the detachment is caused by the first and most violent jet
impact we can give an estimate of the wall shear stress occurring.

The fluid dynamics of the wall spreading jet has been studied using an
analytical solution, the Glauert solution [22] for a steady and laminar wall
jet. For the convenience of the reader we repeat here equation (1) of Ohl
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et al [2]:

τ = ρν

(
∂u

∂y

)

y=0
= ρ

(
125F3

216νx11

)1/4

, (3.1)

where the constant F = (1/128)u3
jetd

4
jet allows an estimate of the wall

shear stress at the border of the detached region. The variables and pa-
rameters in equation (1) are: u is the bulk velocity tangential to the wall, ρ
is the density of the liquid, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and ujet and djet

are the speed and diameter of the jet, respectively.
For γ = 0.65 with a jet velocity at impact of vjet = 70ms−1 (see e.g.,

figure 3(d) Philipp and Lauterborn 1998) and a jet diameter of 1/10 of
the maximum bubble diameter Rmax = 1.0mm the wall shear stress at
the edge of the detached region (at 0.8mm from the stagnation point) the
Glauert solution predicts approximately 30kPa for the wall shear stress.
Although this value seems very large, it is of the same magnitude as re-
ported by Rau et al [18]. There, the wall shear stress estimated during
the bubble expansion which causes cell lysis ranged between 60kPa and
220kPa. We want to mention that in both approaches [2, 18] a rigid wall
with no slip is assumed and this overestimates the wall shear stress when
the surface is covered with deformable cells.

The number of cells showing molecular uptake increases with decreas-
ing the stand-off distance, which is in contrast to the area of detached
cells. Again, we expect that the wall shear stress is the important contribu-
tion to the trans-membrane transport. Yet, only cells in a certain range of
exposure conditions show uptake. For too high or too long lasting shear,
the cell will become detached and too little shear does not affect the cell
membrane. Here, the results indicate that not only the jet but other flow
features contribute to the pore formation. High levels of wall shear stress
can be generated not only by the spreading jet flow, but also by the ex-
panding/collapsing bubble interfacewhen the bubble is close enough to
the boundary [18].

If we come back to the experiments conducted by Venugopalans and
Vogels group [23, 18, 24], they report on cell lysis already occurring during
the rapid expansion of the bubble. In this case a hemispherical bubble is
created on top of the wall supporting the cells e.g., the bubbles stand-off
distance is about γ = 0. Yet, the mechanisms for bubble-cell interaction
are similar: the bubble accelerates the fluid close to the boundary to a
high velocity which leads to strong shear in the boundary layer where the
cells reside. The timing when the shear is generated is different: in the
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latter experiments by Venugopalans and Vogels group the explosive ex-
pansion and in our experiments and as reported by Ohl et al [2] during
the spreading of the jet.

In summary the following scenario is suggested. When the bubble os-
cillates far from the boundary, γ > 2 approximately, the jet flow is too
weak to create sufficient shear once it impacts on the boundary. In the
intermediate regime, approximately 0.5 < γ < 2, the jet impacts with suf-
ficient strength such that the radial spreading leads to the most important
contribution. In this regime the bubble is too far from the boundary to
harm the cell membrane by its rapid expansion. However, when the bub-
ble is generated closer to the boundary, approximately 0 < γ < 0.5, the
expansion (and presumably also the collapse) of the bubble dominates
while the jet flow strength decreases and vanishes for γ ∼ 0.

3.5 Conclusion and outlook

We have demonstrated drug delivery in a monolayer of HeLa cells by
means of a single cavitation bubble created in close vicinity to the sur-
face covered with cells. The findings are in agreement with our previ-
ous work [2], however now a more controlled and single bubble system
is used. The advantage is that we have control over the position of the
bubble with respect to the cells. The efficiency of the drug delivery pro-
cess depends on the stand-off distance at which the bubble is created with
respect to the wall: the closer the bubble to the wall the higher the yield,
together with little cell loss by cell detachment. Moreover, the studies of
cell fate and viability after exposure to a single cavitation event demon-
strate that cells survive the cavitation event, although a small amount of
cells located just at the border of the detachment area die by apoptosis
within a few hours. This apoptotic ring is a few cells wide.

The four regions of bubble-cell interaction are the result of a particu-
lar (time averaged) strength and a certain exposure duration. Thus one
might ask if an optimum exposure condition exists for which viable trans-
membrane transport can be achieved without inducing apoptosis. To an-
swer this question, the measurements of the wall shear stress have to be
conducted to obtain its magnitude and its function of time. With this
knowledge possibly cells grown in microfluidic channels could be exposed
to a mock flow field with similar wall shear stress features. Thereby, the
flow-induced drug delivery is optimized and made available for a larger
number of cells. Because it is expected that the wall shear stress for up-
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take and apoptosis differs with cell type, it might be possible to differen-
tiate between cells using different hydrodynamic exposure conditions.
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4
Interaction of living cells with

laser-induced cavitation bubbles in
microfluidics ‡

In this chapter the interaction of a adherent and suspension cells with spa-
tially controlled cavitation bubbles is demonstrated. Adherent cells which
remain adherent show leakage of their cytosol’s content through the cell
membrane. In contrast, suspension cells are strongly deformed into cush-
ion and tear drop shapes. The suspension cells are more demanding be-
cause they are mobile and easily flush away in the course of the experi-
ment. Therefore, these mechanical deformation experiments are conducted
in confided geometries and with multiple cavitation bubbles. These ex-
periments can be considered as a first step to micro-rheology using laser-
induced cavitation.

‡Partially published as: Pedro A. Quinto-Su, Rory Dijkink, Firdaus Prabowo, Karthi-
gayan Gunalan, Peter Rainer Preiser and Claus-Dieter Ohl, Interaction of red blood cells
with arrays of laser-induced cavitation bubbles, Proceedings of the 7th International Sym-
posium on Cavitation CAV2009, August 17-22, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA, (2009).
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4.1 Introduction

Microfluidics holds promises for biological research. Small lab-on-a-chip
devices can be used to investigate and manipulate live cells [1]. For exam-
ple the opening of the cell membrane which is a key step in introducing
foreign materials substances like DNA fragments or biological markers.
One technique which has already been implemented in a lab on a chip
device is electroporation, the increase of a cell membranes permeability
by applying low voltages [2, 3]. Because of this electroporation requires
the addition of electrodes into the chip design and some way of trapping
a cell in the electric field they produce [4]. This makes the production of
the chips more complex and more expensive.

An alternative would be the use of sonoporation or membrane pora-
tion through strong shear flows created by cavitation bubbles [5, 6]. Some
microfluidic work has been done using a single bubble and HL60 suspen-
sion cells [7]. Here a similar setup is extended with a spatial light mod-
ulator (SLM) giving the ability to simultaneously create multiple bubbles
(see fig. 4.1 for an example) at any location in the area that is optically
accessible with the microscope [8].

This chapter reports on two distinct experiments: one with adher-
ent cells and one with suspension cells. The SLM was only available for
the suspension cell experiments where a set of two or more bubbles sur-
rounding a cell in suspension can subject it to a mechanical force through
an accelerated flow without flushing it away. And though the experiments
with adherent cells lacked are done with a single laser focus resulting into
a single bubble.

4.2 Materials and methods

4.2.1 Adherent cell setup

A Nd:YAG laser (Solo-PIV, New Wave Research, Fremont, CA) generates a
single 532nm pulse with a duration of 6ns (Figure 4.2). The objective in an
inverted microscope (Axiovert CF 40, Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany) is used
to focus the pulse into a microchannel containing the cells. The cavitation
event is recorded using a sensitive double-frame camera (Sensicam QE,
PCO, Weilheim, Germany) and a strobed high intensity LED. The camera
uses the same objective as the laser with a dichroic mirror separating the
their optical paths.
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Figure 4.1: Example of an array of 9 expanding bubbles imaged at 1.2µs

after generation. The length of the scale bar is 100µm.

To check the effect of the cavitation bubble on the cells both bright-
field and fluorescent images are taken of the cells before and after the
experiment. The built in microscope light source is used for the bright-
field picture. For the fluorescent image a UV-light source (HBO 50, Zeiss,
Goettingen, Germany) is coupled into the microscope instead of the laser
using a switching mirror. The dichroic mirror is also swapped for fluores-
cent imaging to pass the UV-light.

4.2.2 Cell culture and preparation of the adherent cells

Epidermal HeLa cells (derived from human cervix carcinoma) are grown
in Iscoves modified Dulbeccos medium supplemented with 10% of fetal
calf serum (FCS) and 1% antibiotic antimycotic (all supplements are ob-
tained from Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands). Cultures are performed
in a humidified incubator with a temperature of 37◦C and a CO2 level of
5%. Tissue culture equipment is purchased from Nalge Nunc (Fisher Sci-
entific B.V, Landsmeer, The Netherlands). Prior to the experiments, cells
are seeded into commercially available microchannels (µ-slide VI, ibidi,
Martinsried, Germany). The walls of the channels are treated to allow
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the cells to adhere and grow on the lower channel wall. The cells are in-
cubated overnight to allow the cells to attach to the surface and subse-
quently multiply once. 30 − 60minutes before the experiment the growth
medium is replaced with a phosphate buffered saline solution (PBS) con-
taining Calcein-AM (Obtained from VWR, Amsterdam, the Netherlands)
and Trypan blue (Acros Organics, Geel, Belgium). Trypan blue facilitates
the uptake of laser energy during the experiment.

The cells are placed back in the incubator for another hour until the
actual experiment. In this time the calcein-AM is absorbed into the cells
where it is hydrolyzed into the fluorescent marker calcein. Calcein is un-
able to exit the cell by natural means and can thus function as a marker
for membrane permeabilization.

4.2.3 Suspension cell setup

A Nd:YAG laser (Orion, New Wave Research, Fremont, CA) generates a
single pulse at 532 nm with a duration of 6ns (Figure 4.3). It propagates

Figure 4.2: Shown here is a schematic representation of the setup used to
expose adherent cells to a cavitation bubble. The cells grow on the lower
wall of the microfluidics channel. A microscope objective is used to focus
a single laser pulse into the channel causing a cavitation bubble to form. A
high intensity LED above the channel is used to illuminate the bubble for
a digital camera. The camera uses the same objective as the laser pulse,
thus a filter set is needed to split the two beam paths and protect the CCD
from the laser.
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through a half wave plate to rotate the polarization and passes through a
beam expander formed by lenses L1 and L2 to fill the display of the SLM. A
digital hologram is projected on the SLM to create multiple foci. The pat-
tern on the SLM imparts the phases needed to recreate the desired pattern
at the focal plane of the microscope objective. The pattern is focused in-
side a thin microchamber filled with ink that maximizes the absorption of
the laser light, such that at each laser focus a cavitation bubble is gener-
ated. The upper-left inset in figure 4.3 (above the SLM) shows the holo-
gram used to create the ’five on a dice’ pattern shown on the second inset.

The events are illuminated using a two more Nd:YAG lasers which are
coupled into a fiber via cuvet filled with a fluorescent dye (LDS 698, Exci-
ton, Dayton, Ohio). The function of the dye is to change the wavelength
of the pulse allowing the illumination to pass through the dichroic mirror
and notch filter and reach the camera. The partly incoherent fluorescence
light is particularly suited for the illumination. The PCO camera, which is
the same model as in the other set of experiments, is run in double frame
mode. Together with the two separate lasers two images can be taken
with an interframe time as short as 500 ns and exposure times of approx.
8 − 9ns.

4.2.4 Preparation of suspension cells

Red blood cells from healthy donors are used for the suspension cell ex-
periments. A dense suspension of red blood cells was stored in a fridge.
For the experiments the cells were diluted into yellow printer ink which
allows laser absorption. To make the ink osmotically compatible with the
cells a 10-times saline PBS solution was mixed with the ink at a ratio of
1:9.

A drop of ink containing red blood cells was pipetted onto a coverslip
and a second coverslip was placed on top. Thin strips of aluminum foil are
used as spacers between the two coverslips creating a 15µm liquid film in
between. The slides are clamped together and placed on the microscope.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Adherent Cells

Figure 4.4 shows an overview of a sonoporation experiment with HeLa
cells in a microchannel setup. Each frame also depicts a zoomed inset
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of an area of interest, i.e. close to the laser focus. The two top frames
show the cells before and after exposure to the cavitation bubble (a and
b respectively) and frame c shows the location and maximum size of the
bubble. When comparing these three images it first appears that the bub-
ble doesn’t have much an effect on the cells. The enlarged insets of frames
a and b show some small changes in the cell contours but we need to look
at the last image to see the real effect of the bubble. Frame d is a difference
image obtained by subtracting the before fluorescence from the after fluo-
rescence image. Thus black denotes an decrease and white an increase in
the fluorescent intensity due to the bubble activity. The three cells that
fall within the maximum bubble radius all show up dark meaning their
membranes are permeabilized and calcein has leaked out.

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the extended setup used to image the interaction
of suspension cells and cavitation bubbles. The microfluidic chamber
containing the cells resides above the microscope objective. The objec-
tive focusses a single laser pulse into the microchamber. The laser pulse
first passes a spatial light modulator making multiple simultaneous bub-
bles possible. The inset at the SLM shows the phase image used to create
the bubble array shown in the second inset. The bubbles are recorded on
a double frame digital camera using strobed illumination.
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Figure 4.4: Overview of a cavitation exposure event with adherent cells.
Frames a and b show the before and after images of the cells. The location
and size of the cavitation bubble is shown in frame c. Membrane poration
allows fluorescent dye to leak from the cell interior. The difference in flu-
orescent intensity before and after the cavitation event is shown in frame
d where the dark grey shapes mark cells that have leaked dye. Each frame
also has a zoom inset of the area surrounding the laser focus. The length
of the scale bar is 100µm.
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Figure 4.5: Overview of a cavitation exposure event with adherent cells.
Frames a and b show the before and after images of the cells. The location
and size of the cavitation bubble is shown in frame c. Membrane poration
allows fluorescent dye to leak from the cell interior. The difference in fluo-
rescent intensity before and after the cavitation event is shown in frame d
where the dark grey shapes mark cells that have leaked dye. Three frames
also has a zoom inset of the area surrounding the laser focus. Frame c only
has the area marked out as a zoom would add no extra information. The
length of the scale bar is 100µm.
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The sharp black and white crescent shapes on the small round cells to
the left of the bubble are not due to cell poration but a result of those cells
being moved. Spherical HeLa cells are only weakly attached if at all and as
a result are readily displaced by cavitation bubbles.

This is even more clear in figure 4.5 where the effect of a larger cav-
itation bubble is studied. The layout of the frames is the same as in the
previous figure and frame d again shows the difference in fluorescent lu-
minosity. The larger bubble has displaced the loose cells significantly re-
sulting in pairs of black and white spots indicating the the original and
final position of these cells. Comparison with the normal before and after
images (frames a and b) confirm this conclusion.

Besides these black and white artifacts there are also adherent cells
that show up dark grey because they have been porated and calcein has
leaked out. As with the smaller bubble in fig. 4.4 all porated cells lie within
the maximum radius of the cavitation bubble.

4.3.2 Suspension cells

The loose cells in the previous paragraph (see for instance fig. 4.5) showed
that cells in suspension may displace due to the fluid motion induced by
the cavitation bubble. We now present a configuration of two and more
bubbles to target cells in suspensions. When two similar bubbles grow
and collapse in phase there exists a stagnation point half way between the
two bubble centers where the flow velocity is zero. Thus the cell remains
localized by is exposed to normal and shear stresses. This is achived by
arranging two laser foci on opposite sides of the target cell. Then the cells
remains essentially stationary (see fig. 4.6 frames a to c).

The two expanding bubbles compress the cell in their center, see frame
b of figure 4.6. As the cell is close to the stagnation point it is expected that
the cells experience high pressures. Any liquid between the two bubbles
flows out normal to the line connecting the bubble’s centers. Together
with the stagnation pressure the cells are exposed to shear stress.

The contour of the target cell (see the first of the three zooms beneath
each frame for a high contrast close up) during bubble expansion has an
eccentricity of ε = 0.83 at t = 2µs even reaching ε = 0.89 at t = 5µs where
it was originally circular (i.e. ε ≈ 0) in frame a. Afterwards the eccentricity
of the cell, see frame d, is again zero though it is now lumpy and the diam-
eter of an outer bounding circle has decreased by≈ 10%±2% with respect
to the situation before the bubble oscillations. This sudden decrease in
cell size suggests that the cell was has lost some of its content. It might
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Figure 4.6: Set of 2 bubbles squeezing a red blood cell in their middle. a
and c shows the red blood cells before and after and b is taken during the
growth of the two cavitation bubbles.

be that the normal stress squeezing on the cell together with the shearing
stress causing membrane rupture are leading to this rapid release of the
cell’s content.

The other cells surrounding the two bubbles take on a distinct ”tear”
shape (see the second and third zoom beneath each frame). Comparing
frames b and c both motion blurring and the 1/r dependence of the flow
field are ruled out. The images clearly show the bubble is still expanding,
thus with a 1/r dependence of the flow field the side of the cell closest to
the bubble should move out fastest flattening the cell instead of stretching
it.

If the tail is motion blurring the cell has to move a distance equal to the
length of the tail in the 10ns it takes to record the frame. This cannot be
the case as 3µs later in frame c the cell has only moved a few micrometer.

An alternative explanation could be that the cell sits on the lower sur-
face of the chamber and part of the cell is trapped in the boundary layer.
Thus when the bubble expands creating a shear flow along the boundary
the cell is partly caught in the velocity profile and stretched. The fact that
the ”tail” looks to be out of focus agrees with the our explantation that it
is the lowest part of the cell.

Another interesting thing to note is that of the 5 cells surrounding the
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Figure 4.7: Array of 4 bubbles interacting with red blood cells. (a) Expan-
sion of the bubbles. (b) Collapse of the array and deformation of the cells.

target cell only the cells with an initial location inside of the maximum
bubble radius (Rmax) look shrivelled in frame d. Look for example at the
zooms beneath each frame, the middle cell starts of at 0.7 ∗ Rmax and the
cell in the zoom on the right has an initial position of 1.1 ∗ Rmax. Frame d
shows the cell in the middle zoom to be shrivelled and shrunk but the cell
in the rightmost zoom looks the same as before the bubble.

Figure 4.1 allready showed that the SLM is not limited to just two bub-
bles and figure 4.7 shows a set of four bubbles interacting with suspen-
sion cells. The concentration of cells is much higher this time and there
are now multiple cells trapped between the four bubbles in the frame on
the left. The four foci are not all of the same intensity causing the top two
bubbles to collapse first as can be seen in the second frame of figure 4.7.
As the bubbles collapse they each form a jet, denoted by the arrows in the
second frame, aimed at the center of the bubble set. The cells that get
caught in this jet flow are seen to be stretched even more that during the
expansion and collapse of previous bubbles (see fig. 4.6)

4.4 Conclusion

Using a high speed camera and strobe photography with a temporal res-
olution of a few ns, we can observe the interaction between systems of
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bubbles and cells, both adherent and in suspension. Poration of adherent
cells was studied using a fluorescent dye that is otherwise trapped inside
the cell. Decrease in fluorescence intensities has shown that only cells
that are covered by the cavitation bubble during expansion are porated.
Comparison of before and after images shows no structural damage to
the porated and the cells further away. This observation is in agreement
with studies of Rau et.al. that cells experience sufficiently strong shear
during the bubble expansion from a hemispherical expanding bubble to
rupture their membrane.

In the case of suspension cells we see noticeable deformation of red
blood cells during the collapse of the bubbles. Though no fluorescent
marker for membrane permeabilization was present the changes in the
contour of the cell do suggest release of cytosol. Red blood cells, other
than the targeted cell, that initially resided within the maximum bubble
radius also show the wrinkled contour and decrease in size.

The cells just outside the bubbles maximum radius show no harm, at
least for the duration of the experiment. However during bubble growth
even these cells are deformed in large. Quantifying the deformation of
these cells as they interact with bubble arrays could also prove useful, in
particular for cell classification. It might be useful to distinguish anoma-
lous cells from health ones which do have different mechanical properties
such as for instance malaria infected red blood cells [9].

The SLM technique to create multiple bubbles has shown to be a very
manageable tool. This technique may be applied to selected adherent
cells from a larger population. Possibly, extracellular pathways between
affected and unaffected cells can be studied.
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5
Laser-induced cavitation based

micropump ‡

Lab-on-a-chip devices are in strong demand as versatile and robust pump-
ing techniques. Here, we present a cavitation based technique, which is
able to pump a volume of 4000µm3 within 75µs against an estimated pres-
sure head of 3bar. The single cavitation event is created by focusing a laser
pulse in a conventional PDMS microfluidic chip close to the channel open-
ing. High-speed photography at 1millionframes/s resolves the flow in the
supply channel, pump channel, and close to the cavity. The elasticity of
the material affects the overall fluid flow. Continuous pumping at repeti-
tion rates of up to 5Hz through 6mm long square channels of 20µm width
is shown. A parameter study reveals the key-parameters for operation: the
distance between the laser focus and the channel, the maximum bubble
size, and the chamber geometry.

5.1 Introduction

Bubbles are widely used as actuators in microfluidic devices. The most
well known application is that in ink-jet printers [1]. There the explosive-

‡Published as: Rory Dijkink and Claus-Dieter Ohl, ”Laser-induced cavitation based mi-
cropump”,Lab Chip 8, pp. 1676–1681 (2008).
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like growth of vapor bubbles accelerates liquid though a nozzle and finally
into a droplet for its deposition onto paper. These explosively expanding
and shrinking bubbles which are commonly termed cavitation bubbles
have recently received increasing attention for microfluidic applications.
Cavitation enhances microfluidic mixing [2], allows for cell manipulation
such as cell surgery [3] or cell lyses [4], and can be used for drug delivery
within the micro-vascular system of a human body [5].

In contrast, cavitation occurs in some flow configurations where it is
undesirable. Here, research focuses on the prevention of cavitation in mi-
crofluidics, for example in microfluidic phasechange heat-exchangers [6].

Yet, in the authors view, the advantages cavitation phenomena offer
for microfluidic applications greatly surpass their disadvantages. Because
of the rapid expansion and the flow focusing ability [7, 8] the liquid is ac-
celerated to very high speeds. Thus, the prevalent low Reynolds number
regime is overcome. This property was utilized in a recent study in Venu-
gopalans group for the rapid mixing of chemicals in lab-on-a-chip de-
vices [2], an application which is very difficult to achieve by other means
[9]. A second application where cavitation is utilized is pumping. Here
a high Reynolds number allows for flow asymmetry, such that the for-
ward and back-stroke of the device posses different flow patterns. Tsai
and Lin developed a bubble actuated micropump based on the difference
in flow resistances of nozzles on the flow direction [10] where an oscillat-
ing bubble creates aperiodic flow which is given a preferred flow direction
through the chip geometry. A very similar concept was utilized by Yin &
Prosperetti where a vapor bubble is created at some distance from the
center of a long channel, leading to a flow towards the longer half of the
channel [11, 12]. Another concept of cavitation based pumps utilizes a
special flow phenomenon when the bubble collapse progresses close to a
rigid boundary. There, the bubble oscillation is strongly affected: during
the shrinkage of the bubble the distant bubble interface bulges inwards
and develops into a re-entrant jet directed towards the rigid boundary.
Now, the trick in a pumping configuration is that the boundary has a small
opening at the position where the jet would impact and it is small enough
that the jetting phenomena is still occurring [13]. The hole permits the
transport of liquid from above the boundary. Without this jetting phe-
nomenon there would be flow through the boundary, however, the vol-
ume flux during bubble expansion and shrinkage would balance.

In this work we will scale the jetting flow concept down to lab-on-a-
chip systems. In contrast to prior attempts of electrode or heater gener-
ated bubbles, we will make use of laser generated bubbles [8]. The advan-
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tages of using an optical method is that a simple soft lithography tech-
nique can be used, no connections and wiring of the device is needed,
and pumping can be achieved at many places on the chip. Additionally,
the bubbles are transient vapor bubbles which quickly condense after ac-
tuation. Thus the pumping is not affected by any gas diffusion or creation
of residual gas bubbles.

We will first explain the experimental setup to generate cavitation in
lab-on-a-chip systems and how to study the pumping effect. Then the
liquid motion during and after the pumping stroke is analyzed which re-
veals an important characteristic of elastic material based microfluidic
devices. The experimental analysis is concluded with a parameter study
of the bubble positioning/size and the chamber geometry.

5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Microfluidic system and experimental setup

The microfluidic devices are made of PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) with
standard soft lithography techniques. The microfluidic device is bonded
to a coverslip and viewed through an inverted microscope (CF 40, Carl
Zeiss GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) with the coverslip facing down. The
liquid is injected through tubing connected to the reservoirs, see Fig. 5.1.
The long thin channels have a square cross section of 20 × 20µm2. The
channel is passing through a chamber; the distance of the upper reser-
voir to the chamber inlet is 0.6mm and 6mm to the lower reservoir. Two
different geometries are used, a square chamber with 200× 200µm2, and
a chamber with a flat boundary connected to the upper channel and a
semicircular boundary connected to the lower one, see Fig. 5.1a. The slabs
of PDMS are about 4mm thick.

5.2.2 Cavitation generation

Single 6ns long light pulses from a frequency doubled Q-switched Nd:YAG
laser (NewWave, Solo PIV, wavelength 532nm) are focused in the microflu-
idic chamber with a 10× microscope objective (NA0.25). The liquid is
dyed with an aqueous solution of Direct Red 81 (DR81, Sigma-Aldrich
Chemie, Zwijndrecht, Netherlands) resulting in a light absorption coef-
ficient of 20.000m−1 to 50.000m−1 at the laser wavelength. The range of
the laser energy is between 10µJ and 50µJ.
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Figure 5.1: (a)Design of the microfuidic system to study the pumping ef-
fect: it consists of two circular fluid reservoirs connected via thin channels
with the pumping chamber. The upper channel is 0.6mm and the lower
channel 6mm long. The black asterisk denotes a typical location for the
laser focus. (b) Sketch of the optical path for the generation of the cavita-
tion bubble and the high-speed recording. The PDMS chip is bonded on
top of a glass coverslip.

5.2.3 High-speed recording

The scene is recorded with a high-speed camera (HPV-1, Shimadzu, Dues-
seldorf, Germany).The laser and optical path of the camera are separated
with suitable filters and a dichroic mirror. An intense fiber optic light (HL-
1, Olympus, Zoeterwoude, The Netherlands) is necessary to obtain suffi-
cient contrast to observe not only the bubble but also the tracer particles
at the maximum frame rate of 1millionframes/s [8].

5.2.4 Flow-visualization with particle image velocimetry

Using a standard particle image velocimetry (PIV) algorithm (URAPIV,
http://urapiv.wordpress.com) which correlates successive images from
the high-speed recording, local flow velocities are obtained. For the al-
gorithm an interrogation window of 8 × 8pixels is used at a spacing of
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half the interrogation window size. The polystyrene tracer particles have
a diameter of 2µm (Duke Scientific, Fremont, CA, USA). In contrast with
conventional PIV experiments using a light sheet technique to constrain
the image plane, here a relatively low NA objective records the particles
within the chamber not only in a thin focal plane image plane but over
the entire cross section. Therefore, the magnitude of the velocities is only
a lower estimate of the chambers center velocity.

Additionally to the PIV algorithm applied inside the chamber, the par-
ticle displacement within the channels are measured manually.

We assume that the particles can follow the flow field with little slip.
This is justified by the good agreement of the theoretical flow field with
the measured one in previous work using the same type of particles [8].

5.2.5 Continuous pumping

For the continuous pumping experiments the microfluidic system was
submerged in a water filled glass cuvet which was then placed on top of
the microscope. For the recording of the fluid motion a sensitive double-
frame camera (Sensicam- QE, PCO, Kehlheim, Germany) is used in com-
bination with a strobed high intensity LED (V-Star, Lumiled, Philips). Im-
age and motion analysis is done with Matlab and the image processing
toolbox (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Bubble dynamics and flow field inside the chamber

A single pump stroke consists of the rapid bubble expansion–collapse cy-
cle followed by a slower residual flow. The bubble oscillations occur typ-
ically within 10µs, the residual flow dies out only after about 80µs. We
discuss first the bubble expansion–collapse cycle together with the flow
pattern.

The high speed recordings allow visualizing both the bubble shape
and the flow pattern as shown in Fig. 5.2. Here, several frames from a
1millionframes/s recording depict the liquid slightly darker than the sur-
rounding PDMS. The liquid is seeded with 2µm sized particles making the
channel and pumping chamber easily distinguishable. The first image of
Fig. 5.2 depicts the device just before the laser-induced cavitation bubble
is generated. The second image displays the bubble initiation and shows
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Figure 5.2: Selected high speed movie frames showing different stages of
the bubble growth and collapse. The images include experimentally ob-
tained velocity vector fields with a schematic representation of the flow
field below each frame. The first image shows the chamber just before
bubble initiation, then 1µs later the bubble is rapidly expanding, reach-
ing its maximum size in the third image (t = 3µs). Afterwards the bubble
starts to collapse creating a jet which is directed into the channel as can
be seen in the fourth image. In the last image the bubble has completely
disappeared leaving some circulating flow behind. Please note that the
scale of the vectors, denoted by the reference arrow in the upper left cor-
ner of each frame, in the first 4 images is 25 times larger than the residual
flow shown after the bubble has disappeared (5th frame). The black bar
in the lower right corner of the last frame denotes 50µm.

the rapidly expanding bubble growing on the top wall of the chamber at
the channel entrance with part of the bubble extending into the channel.

The rapid/explosive growth of the bubble and the limited exposure
time of 500ns leads to a blurred bubble shape; yet we can estimate a
lower radial velocity of the bubble during the first microsecond of at least
40ms−1! Due to the motion blurring the PIV algorithm isnt able to track
the velocity close to the bubble interface, yet we see a nicely resolved out-
wards pointing flow pattern further away which drops almost to zero at
the opposing channel entrance.

Because the lateral size of the bubble is much larger than the height of
the chamber, the bubble obtains a pancake shape. In the third frame of
Fig. 5.2, the bubble has gained its maximum expansion with some part of
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the volume extending into the channel. Thereafter, the far field pressure
drives the bubble to shrink. During the accelerated shrinkage/collapse of
the bubble a jetting flow develops towards the upper channel resembling
the collapse in semi-infinite liquid [14, 15], t = 3µs in Fig. 5.2. The quasi
two-dimensional nature of this experiment allows a detailed look on the
jet shape. The jet accelerates through the bubble and is aimed towards
the nearby boundary but because of the channel the jet doesnt impact
on a PDMS chamber wall but flows into the channel. As we will show in
the later discussions, it is this jetting which is important for the pumping
effect.

In the later course of the bubble oscillation the bubble splits into two
parts, t = 7µs and it disappears. The flow pattern shown in frame t = 30µs

is a time average from t = 10µs to t = 30µs. Upon careful inspection two
counter rotating vortices remain, left and right of the upper channel en-
trance. The velocity after the bubble collapse is much lower; we find ve-
locities of up to 0.4ms−1 which quickly drop further from the upper chan-
nel inlet.

5.3.2 Flow inside the channel

Next we study the flow inside the channel and correlate it with the bubble
dynamics. Here, we make use of individual tracked particles to quantify
the fluid motion. Clearly, a boundary layer in the channel will lead to an
uneven velocity distribution across the channel. Therefore, multiple par-
ticles are tracked; in general particles closer to the channel’s center expe-
rience a larger displacement. Fig. 5.3 depicts the displacement of several
particles in the upper (solid black lines) and lower channel (dashed grey)
in combination with the bubble dynamics. For clarity, we have selected
an experiment with a moderately large pumping effect. We will first con-
centrate on the particle motion in the upper channel.

The bubble dynamics lasts again for 10µs and selected frames are de-
picted on top of the graph in Fig. 5.3. The bubble expands further from the
boundary as compared to Fig. 5.2, yet during jetting, the bubble moves
close to the boundary (t = 8µs). This motion of the bubble centroid to-
wards the boundary is well known in studies of cavitation bubbles close
to semi-infinite boundaries [16, 17].

The tracer particle motion reveals the rapid motion during and fol-
lowing the bubble dynamics. When the bubble expands, t < 4µs particles
in the upper channel are accelerated upwards, whereas particles in the
lower channel move downwards. This motion can be solely explained by
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Figure 5.3: Another cavitating bubble is shown, this time located a little
further from the channel opening. To estimate the induced flow speeds
inside the channel, separate particles were tracked and plotted against
time in the graph below the movie frames. The solid black lines are parti-
cles traveling in the pumping channel of which the opening can be seen in
the images, for continuity some particles in the lower feed channel were
also tracked and are displayed by the dashed grey lines. The light grey
area between 010µs denotes where the movie frames are situated on the
graphs timeline. The black bar below the last frame denotes 50µm.

the radial expansion of the bubble. In contrast, when the bubble starts to
shrink, most of the upper particles are sucked towards the chamber, i.e.
if both fluid motions would be symmetric no fluid displacement would
remain. Yet, we find a lesser back flow, e.g. the second largest upward dis-
placement graph moves approx. 18µm forward but only 5µm backward.
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Most likely this is caused by the translational motion of the bubble cen-
troid towards the upper channel: it is a superposition of the radial inflow
and the translational, dipolar flow. During expansion however, the added
mass [16] of the bubble prevents a large movement of the bubble cen-
troid from the wall. Another observation is that the particle motion lags
a few microseconds behind the bubble oscillations, e.g. maximum dis-
placement during the expansion is observed between t = 5µs to t = 7µs,
whereas the bubble reaches maximum size at t = 4µs.

After the bubble expansion we find again a jet flow through the bub-
ble which splits it into two parts at around t = 9µs and reaches the upper
channel inlet. Interestingly, it is at this time that all particles in the up-
per channel change direction. The particle motion prevails for 20µs, long
after the bubble has vanished. We explain this upward directed flow as a
result of the continuing jet flow which lasts long after the bubble has dis-
appeared. An equally valid description of the flow is that of two counter-
rotating vortices left and right of the channel inlet accelerating liquid up-
wards at their contact line.

5.3.3 Effect of PDMS compliance

The solid lines in Fig. 5.3 exhibit a flow reversal in the upper channel at
times t > 30µs reducing the net displacement of the particles to about
40% − 50% of their maximum upwards travel. To investigate the cause of
this flow reversal we studied the flow into the chamber by tracking par-
ticles in the lower feeding channel. Their trajectories are plotted in the
same graph, Fig. 5.3 with dashed lines. During bubble expansion and
early collapse, t = 8µs, the particles move away from the chamber. The
maximum displacement is in the range from 10µm to 20µm and of the
same magnitude as in the upper channel during bubble activity. Interest-
ingly, no back flow occurs during the collapse of the bubble. Simple mass
conservation in rigid structures would demand that the sum of the dis-
placed volumes in the upper and lower channel is equal to the bubble vol-
ume and again zero after the bubble has disappeared. We now study the
apparent missing volume by plotting the averaged volumes of the bub-
ble, Vb, and the displaced upper and lower channel volume, Vuc + Vlc, in
Fig. 5.4. The volumes Vuc and Vlc are calculated from the average of the
displacement, Fig. 5.3, and the known channel cross section with volume
leaving the chamber taken positive. The bubble volume is extracted by
image processing assuming a generalized cylindrical bubble shape. The
dashed-dotted line shows that the bubble obtains approximately a vol-
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Figure 5.4: Volume balance during the pumping stroke: the void or bub-
ble volume (dashed-dotted line), Vb, is compared with the total displaced
liquid volume Vuc + Vlc on a logarithmic scale. The difference between
Vuc + Vlc and Vb can be explained by a deformation of the pumping
chamber. After the bubble has disappeared the total displaced volume
is slowly relaxing to zero.

ume of 1.5 × 105µm3 which isnt balanced by the displaced channel vol-
ume of 1.3×104µm3. This discrepancy can be explained by a deformation
of the fluid chamber. For the maximum bubble size we estimate that an
expansion of the chamber of 1.7µm towards the PDMS cover and the glass
plate would already account for the missing volume. During the bubble
shrinkage the situation reverses; the displaced volume, Vuc +Vlc, is larger
than the bubble volume for t > 7µs. This means that the chamber has
shrunk.

After the bubble has disappeared, t = 12µs, we observe a steady de-
cline of Vuc + Vlc with time. This is presumably caused by the expansion
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Figure 5.5: Pumping motion where the laser is run at 1Hz for multiple
strokes: an image was taken 2ms after every pumping stroke, which is
indicated at the top of each frame. Two tracer particles are encircled in
the first frame with the top particle showing an average displacement of
approximately 5µm per cycle or 10µm between frames. The white bar in
the lower right corner denotes 100µm.

of the chamber back to its original size, sucking liquid back into the cham-
ber. At time t = 35µs, Vlc becomes negative, thus both the upper and the
lower channels now have a displaced volume in the same upwards direc-
tion. At the end of the pumping stroke, Vuc and Vlc become equal in mag-
nitude but with opposing signs, i.e. the two volume displacements will be
in the same direction and Vuc + Vlc is zero. For a net volume displace-
ment over a pumping stroke |Vuc| > 0 is required with the sign depending
on the pumping direction.

5.3.4 Continuous pumping

Fig. 5.4 shows a steady decline of the displaced volume Vuc reaching 4 ×
103µm3 after 75µs. This is equivalent with the averaged displacement of
10µm as shown in Fig. 5.3 (solid lines). One could argue that for longer
times the net displacement and thus the pumping effect might be can-
celed.

To prove that this is not the case but a considerable net displacement
remains the particles positions long after the bubble oscillation have been
recorded. Additionally, the laser creating the bubble is operated in a con-
tinuous pulsing mode. Fig. 5.5 shows the particle displacement for 1Hz
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laser frequency every second laser pulse and 2ms after the pumping stroke.
Two particles are marked with a circle. The upper one moves approxi-
mately 10µm every two laser pulses. The lower particle which is imaged
out of focus translates after some transition period (1st−9th pump stroke)
with the same displacement. This demonstrates that the remaining net
displacement is indeed existent and 5µm per stroke, about half the dis-
placement which we find after 75µs, see Fig. 5.4.

Additionally, Fig. 5.5 shows that a continuous operation of the pump
is possible. The maximum frequency of the laser used so far was 5Hz for
500 consecutive pulses. Under this operation condition, stable pumping
was found without the formation of residual gas bubbles (see sets 5 and
6 in Table 5.1, discussion below). The repetition rate was limited by the
experimental setup and not by the pump itself. The maximum pumping
rate has not been explored. In the current design we expect that an upper
boundary is most likely imposed by the heating of the PDMS and the liq-
uid from the laser pulses causing an out-gassing of the liquid. Depending
on the size and location residual gas bubbles might temporarily block the
supply channels.

5.3.5 Parameter study

After reporting on the details of the pumping stroke we now change the
easily accessible experimental parameters of the bubble pump, namely
bubble size (Rmax), distance from the upper channel entrance (h), and
to some extent also the chamber geometry. For this study, separate bub-
bles are created at different locations on the center line of the channel
starting at the straight upper wall (h = 0µm) and ending at the lower
semicircular wall (h = 200µm). On the y-axis of Fig. 5.6 we plot the max-
imum displacement of the tracer particles in the supply channels. For
distances h < 100µm the displacement of particles in the upper channel
is plotted whereas for h > 100µm the particles in the lower channel are
studied. Additionally, the laser energy is varied, which leads to three data
sets with maximum radii of Rmax = 37.5µm, 43.8µm, and 50.0µm plotted
as squares, diamonds, and circles, respectively. Although we dont know
the energy absorbed in the liquid, the energy setting of the laser was in-
creased by 50% and 100% to increase the bubble size for the latter two,
respectively.

Let us first discuss the medium sized bubbles (diamonds in Fig. 5.6).
Although there is some scatter in the data, we find two clear extremes for
the maximum displacement, namely at 25µm and 170µm. Thus optimum
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Figure 5.6: The maximum particle displacements (∆x) are plotted versus
the position of the bubble generation, h, starting with 0 at the top chan-
nel, see sketch. The distance h is increased from −5µm to the lower sup-
ply channel at h = 200µm. Half way through the chamber, h = 100µm,
the pump switches direction and the maximum displacement of the par-
ticles in the lower channel are plotted.These measurements were done
for three different bubble sizes (Rmax = 37µm¥, 44µm¨, and 50µm•).
The dashed-dotted line is a third-order polynomial fit to the displacement
from bubbles of Rmax = 44µm.

pumping is observed when the bubble is created at about 30µm or about
80% of maximum bubble radius from the respective channel openings.
The larger and smaller bubbles-circles and square, respectively-seem to
support this 80% value.

Another interesting observation is that the maximum displacement
for h > 100µm (in the lower channel) is smaller than for h < 100µm (in
the upper channel); a larger displacement is found for the flat boundary.
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This can be explained with a rounded boundary hindering the inflow from
the sides more as compared to a flat boundary.

Another asymmetry of the system is the different channel lengths, see
Fig. 5.1. Indeed an asymmetry in the channel lengths was exploited in the
blinking bubble pump [12]. There however, the pumping was towards the
channel with the higher resistance, which is opposite to our configura-
tion; pumping occurs into the shorter channel. For our geometry we dont
expect that this channel length difference affects the liquid displacement,
which is also supported by the data presented in Table 5.1. In general
larger bubbles show larger displacements per stroke independent of the
direction of the pumping. Interestingly, the displacement at high stroke
frequency increases (see sets 5 and 6 in Table 5.1); possibly some residual
flow is generated or the liquid is heated up thus decreasing its viscosity.
Clearly further experiments are needed to evaluate the limits of continu-
ous pumping.

5.3.6 Comparison with unconstrained jetting pump

The bubble operated pump presented in this chapter is very much related
to the jetting bubble pump invented by Khoo and Klaseboer (theory in
ref. [18] and experiment in ref. [13]). In fact, the motivation of this work
is to demonstrate that the jet based pumping mechanism works also in
a lab-on-a-chip device. Yet, there are distinct differences in design and
fluid dynamics. First, the pump of Khoo and Klaseboer operates in an
infinite or very large container with millimeters sized bubbles, whereas
here, the bubble is in the range of tens of micrometers and the bubble
is constrained by an elastic material (PDMS). Our experimental data sug-
gest that the chamber expands during the explosive growth and indents
during bubble collapse. Thus, only some amount of the fluid displaced by
the bubble is pumped into the channels; we estimated in the experiment
shown in Fig. 5.4 about 10%.

After the bubble has disappeared the flow into the channel continues
and increases to a maximum displacement after which it decreases again;
this extremum has not been observed in Khoos and Klaseboers experi-
ments [13], they did not find a flow reversal which is very evident in our
experiments.

This back flow may be explained with the second difference between
both experimental realizations: in the present work the pumping cham-
ber is connected to long and thin supply channels, whereas a very short
and thick connecting channel was used in the previous work. Thin chan-
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nels, however, can be responsible for a significant viscous pressure head.
Lets estimate a lower bound of this pressure head assuming cylindrical
geometry and a developed flow, i.e. a Poiseuille flow. Thus, the pressure
gradient dP/dx is given by

dP

dx
= 4µumaxR−2, (5.1)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity 10−3kgm−1s−1, umax the center ve-
locity, and R ≈ 10µm the channel diameter. A value for the center ve-
locity is obtained from the maximum displacement, see Fig. 5.3, at time
t = 30µs giving umax ≈ 1.3ms−1 and leading to a viscous pressure gradi-
ent of approx. 5.2 × 107Pam−1. For a total channel length of 6.6mm we
obtain a considerable pressure head of about 3.4bar. This value is only a
lower bound, as the flow field is not developed leading to larger velocity
gradients at the channel boundaries.

We speculate that this pressure head leads to the observed quick stop
of the flow and to the following flow reversal. Nevertheless, a net displace-
ment and thus a pumping effect was observed which proves the applica-
bility of cavitation based pumps in elastic microfluidic devices operating
even against high viscous pressure heads of a few bars.

The advantage of using a laser to generate cavitation is that no addi-
tional manufacturing step in the PDMS chip fabrication is necessary, no
mechanical or electrical connections are needed for operation, and al-
ready existing designs may be utilized. For operation the laser has to be
focused on the wider side of a channel constriction. The main require-
ments are an optical transparent lab-on-a-chip and a means for conver-
sion of the pulsed laser energy into a vapor bubble. This can be achieved
either as presented here by using a laser-light absorbing dye or as demon-
strated by Venugopalans group [2] by multiphoton ionization of the liq-
uid. The phenomenon is based on high Reynolds number flows. Thus for
more viscous liquids, adjustments to the geometry of the channel and/or
size of the bubble are needed to allow for a cavitation based pump.

5.4 Conclusions

In conclusion we have demonstrated that single cavitation bubbles in mi-
crofluidics allows for the repeatable and precise control of picolitre vol-
umes. The pumping effect utilizes a jetting phenomenon which has been
studied and characterized with high-speed imaging.
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For the inspected parameters optimum pumping was found when the
distance between the laser focus and the channel inlet is about 80% of
the maximum bubble radius. Additionally, continuous pumping has been
demonstrated: for the maximum repetition rates tested which was 5Hz

we obtained repeatable operation without the formation of residual gas
bubbles. The technique presented in this article is already applicable for
standard PDMS devices. We expect that further improvement in volume
flux can be achieved with a modified channel layout. For example, Khoos
and Klaseboers experiment [13] demonstrates that higher volume fluxes
can be achieved for wider channels. Also very likely some of the back-
flow can be eliminated by implementing diffuser type geometries along
the channel, see ref. [10].

At last we want to mention, that by moving the laser beam to different
locations, more complex pumping operations may be realized, for exam-
ple, pumping liquids from one chamber into a set of branching channels.
Here, the amount of pumped volume can be adjusted by the distance of
the bubble to the channel or through the laser energy. The position of the
laser focus may be selected by a switching mirror or through diffractive
elements, for example spatial light modulators.
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6
Growth and collapse of a vapor

bubble in a microtube : the role of
thermal effect ‡

The growth and collapse of a vapor bubble inside a microtube is studied
both experimentally and theoretically. The length of the bubble, and the
velocity and acceleration of its interface, are obtained from high-speed im-
age recording (typically 1.25 × 105fps) for various energy inputs and two
tube diameters. To understand the underlying dynamics of the system, two
theoretical models are compared with experiment. A model based on a dis-
continuous time-dependence of the vapor pressure inside the bubble is at
variance with the data. It proves necessary to account in greater detail for
the time dependence of the vapor pressure. A new model is proposed for
this purpose which includes heat transfer in addition to inertia and vis-
cous friction. Both the data and the model show that the vapor pressure
decreases with time continuously instead of abruptly. The length, velocity
and acceleration from the numerical simulations are found to be in good
agreement with experimental data. Both the experiments and simulations
clearly indicate that thermal effects play an important role throughout the

‡In press as: Chao Sun, Edip Can, Rory Dijkink, Detlef Lohse and Andrea Prosperetti,
Growth and collapse of a vapor bubble in a microtube : the role of thermal effects, J. Fluid
Mech., (2009).
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whole growth and collapse process.

6.1 Introduction

The dynamics of a free bubble has been studied extensively (see e.g. [1,
2, 3]) and it has been applied to a wide range of phenomena. The first
studies devoted to bubbles in confined geometries were motivated by the
development of ink-jet printing technology [4, 5, 6]. This early interest
has been subsequently sustained by the rapid development of microflu-
idics (see e.g. [7, 8, 9]). Other applications have focused on the actuation
properties of rapidly growing and collapsing bubbles. For example, the
high liquid velocity induced by transient bubbles has been used to pro-
vide high-Reynolds number flow in microsystems [10]. [11, 12] have stud-
ied the dynamics of highly transient vapor bubbles in a tube and have
demonstrated a pumping effect ([13, 14]; see also [15, 16]).

Here we study the growth and collapse of a vapor bubble inside a mi-
crotube both experimentally and theoretically. In previous studies [5, 13,
14], the vapor bubble was created using a thin-film heater at the tube sur-
face. In the present work, the bubble is generated in the central region
of a tube by focusing a laser pulse. The experiments are conducted vary-
ing the tube diameter and length and the laser energy. To increase heat
absorption by the liquid, water mixed with dye is used.

The early models [11, 13, 14, 17] of these processes assumed that the
high vapor pressure in the bubble caused by the initial heat pulse per-
sisted only for a very short time and the subsequent dynamics was mostly
governed by pressure and viscous effects. We find that these essentially
mechanical models are inadequate to describe the observations and de-
velop a new model which incorporates thermal effects.

6.2 Experimental setup

A sketch of the experimental setup, similar to the one used in the experi-
ments of [18], is shown in Fig.6.1. Two glass microtubes were used in the
experiments, one with an inner diameter of D = 50 µm, outer diameter 80
µm and length L = 27 mm, the other one with an inner diameter of 24.9
µm, outer diameter 80 µm and length 25 mm. For all experiments the
same mixture of water and red food dye was used. The tubes were filled
with the liquid, and both ends were covered by large droplets of the same
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Figure 6.1: A sketch of the experimental setup.

solution (diameter ∼ 5 mm) exposed at the atmosphere. The bubble was
created at the midpoint of a microtube by focusing a laser pulse (Nd:YAG
laser, Solo PIV, New Wave, Fremont, CA, USA) with a time duration of 6ns

and a wavelength of 532nm by means of a 40×objective. The energy of the
laser varied from 27.6µJ to 49.3µJ for the D = 50µm tube, and from 27.6µJ

to 56.3µJ for the D = 24.9µm tube. For calibrating energy, an energy me-
ter (Gentec-eo XLE4) was fixed above the tubes. The energy absorbed by
the working fluid was calibrated by measuring the difference of the ener-
gies after the empty glass tube and the glass tube filled with the working
fluid. For the D = 50µm tube, the absorbed energy varied from 6.5µJ to
11.6µJ. The energy absorbed by the liquid in the D = 24.9µm tube varied
from 3.0µJ to 6.1µJ.

A filter was used to block the reflected laser light to prevent damage to
the camera. The motion of the bubble was recorded by a high speed cam-
era with a maximum frame rate of 106 fps (HPV-1, Shimadzu Corp., Japan).
In most of the experiments a lower speed, 1.25×105 fps proved sufficient.
Illumination for the camera was provided by a fiber lamp (Olympus ILP-1)
emitting a spectrum of light part of which passed through the filter to the
camera. A digital delay generator (Berkeley Nucleonics Corp. CA, USA)
was used to synchronize the camera and the laser.

6.3 Experimental results

Some representative frames taken during the evolution of the vapor bub-
ble in the larger tube are shown in figure 6.2. The tube is initially full of
water as shown in figure6.2 (a). The vapor bubble appears rapidly at the
midpoint of the tube after the liquid absorbed 11.6 µJ from the laser pulse.
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Figure 6.2: Representative frames of the vapor bubble evolution inside the
microtube with an inner diameter 50 µm and length 27 mm; the absorbed
laser energy is 11.6 µJ.

The bubble is initially a small sphere (figure 6.2(b)), it expands spherically
until it nearly occupies the whole diameter of the tube, after which prefer-
ential growth in the axial direction begins (figure 6.2(c)). The shape of the
bubble changes approximately to that of a cylinder occupying the major-
ity of the cross section of the tube (figures 6.2(c,d,e)). A very thin liquid
film on the tube wall, as expected from the no-slip condition on a hy-
drophilic surface, is barely visible in these pictures but with insufficient
detail for a quantitative study. The appearance of the bubble during the
expansion (figure 6.2(c)) and collapse (figure 6.2(e)) is similar except for
the final stage (figure 6.2(f)), where it differs appreciably from its shape at
the moment of formation (figure 6.2(b)). The final shape is oblate and the
motion remains very nearly one-dimensional until the very end. For most
of its duration, the bubble maintains a one-dimensional character, which
makes a one-dimensional model a reasonable approximation.

By approximating the bubble as a cylinder, its length Lbubble along the
axis of the tube and its diameter W can be extracted from the high-speed
movies. By dividing the bubble volume Vbubble = πW2Lbubble/4 by the
cross-section area of the microtube, we define an effective bubble length
Leff = Vbubble/(πD2/4). Since the system is symmetric with respect to
the midpoint of the tube, we only consider half of Leff. From here on,
the ‘bubble length’ X refers to half of the real effective bubble length X =

Leff/2.
The time evolution of the measured bubble length X for different en-
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Figure 6.3: Time evolution of the bubble length X for different energy lev-
els (a) in the tube with D = 50 µm; in descending order E = 11.6, 10.4, 8.2
and 6.5 µJ; (b) in the tube with D = 24.9 µm, for E = 6.1, 5.3, 4.8, 3.8 and
3.0 µJ. The open symbols are the experimental results and the lines are
the results of the thermal model. See text for detailed parameters for the
model.

ergy levels in the larger tube is plotted with open symbols in figure 6.3(a).
In descending order, the absorbed energy is 11.6 µJ, 10.4 µJ, 8.18 µJ, 6.5 µJ
respectively. The maximum bubble size and its lifetime increase with in-
creasing energy. The overall trends of the X(t) curves for different energy
levels are quite similar. The vapor bubble expands quickly, and shrinks
more slowly after reaching its maximum size.

The contrast between growth and collapse is even sharper with the
smaller tube. The bubble length versus time for different energy levels, in
the smaller tube, is shown with open symbols in figure 6.3(b). More exper-
imental runs were available with this tube and each X(t) curve shown is
the result of averaging three different experiments under the same nom-
inal conditions. Shot-to-shot reproducibility was however good. In de-
scending order, the absorbed energy is 6.1 µJ, 5.3 µJ, 4.8 µJ, 3.8 µJ and 3.0
µJ, respectively. Again, the maximum length and the lifetime of the bubble
increase with increasing energy and the overall trends of the X(t) curves
for different energy levels are quite similar. The collapse of the bubble
in this case proceeds much more slowly than its expansion. Unlike the
larger tube case, the duration of the collapse process is about 10 times
longer than that of the expansion.
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Figure 6.4: Velocity and acceleration of the interface versus time. (a) D =

50 µm with E = 11.6 µJ, and (b) D = 24.9 µm with E = 5.3 µJ. The open
symbols are the experimental results and the lines the numerical results
given by the thermal model.

To fit the measured X(t), we used cubic splines from which the velocity
and acceleration of the liquid/vapor interface can be extracted. The time
dependence of the velocity in the larger tube is shown for E = 11.6 µJ by the
circles in figure 6.4 (a). The velocity of the interface increases quickly to a
maximum around 1 m/s at t ∼ 40 µs, and then decreases continuously to a
minimum value around −0.4 m/s where the bubble disappears. The time
dependence of the velocity in the smaller tube, for E = 5.3 µJ, is shown by
the open diamonds in figure 6.4 (b). The velocity of the interface increases
to around 1 m/s at t ∼ 16 µs and then decreases continuously. Since the
very first instants of the bubble growth were too fast to be recorded, the
first data readings that could be taken correspond to a finite velocity. The
maximum velocity in the smaller tube is reached earlier than in the larger
tube and the collapse velocity (0.2 m/s) is smaller than that in the larger
tube (0.4 m/s).

The acceleration of the interface is also shown in figure 6.4 (a). Here
the squares are for the larger tube with E = 11.6 µJ. The acceleration be-
gins with a huge value around 55,000 m/s2, then immediately becomes
negative down to around −10,000 m/s2, and finally increases again to a
very small value. The huge value at the beginning is a remarkable feature
which may be potentially useful in microfluidic systems. The accelera-
tion of the interface in the smaller tube, with E = 5.3 µJ, is shown by the
triangles in figure 6.4 (b). It begins with a positive value around 20,000
m/s2, and decreases rapidly to a negative value around −35,000 m/s2, af-
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ter which it increases quickly to a very small value. The stronger decelera-
tion for the thinner tube reflects the enhanced viscous forces on the small
scale.

We now describe two simple theoretical models which are helpful to
shed some light on these observations.

6.4 Theoretical models

As remarked before, the approximate one-dimensional nature of the bub-
ble evolution suggests the possibility of using a simple one-dimensional
model for its behavior which is sketched in figure 6.5. Here the left vertical
line is the plane of symmetry at the midpoint of the tube which coincides
with the center of the bubble. We are interested in the motion of the right
vapor-liquid interface located at X(t). If the pressure at the other end of
the liquid column is a constant p∞, the equation of motion of the liquid
column in the tube is, approximately [17],

`LρL
d2X

dt2 = pV(t) − P∞ − R
dX

dt
(6.1)

Here `L is the length of the liquid column, which we keep constant and
equal to half of the tube length given the smallness of the the bubble; pV

is the vapor pressure in the bubble and R represents the effect of viscous
losses. By approximating the flow in the tube as quasi-steady fully devel-
oped Poiseuille flow, we model this term as R = 32µ`L/D2, in which µ

is the liquid viscosity. This approximation is justified if the viscous dif-
fusion length is comparable to, or larger than, the tube radius D/2, i.e.
2
√

ντb/D & 1. With a bubble lifetime τb ' 400 µs and D = 50 µm,
this ratio is about 0.8. This value does not fully support the approxima-
tion, which will therefore tend to underestimate somewhat the true vis-
cous loss. However the error may be expected to be moderate, which is
supported by the results that will be shown later.

6.4.1 The step-function pressure model

In past work (see e.g. [11]) the dynamics of the bubble was modeled in-
cluding inertia and viscosity but neglecting thermal effects. The pressure
inside the bubble was taken equal to the vapor pressure of the liquid at
the initial undisturbed temperature, except for a short interval 0 6 t < ∆t
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Figure 6.5: Conceptual sketch used in the formulation of the thermal
model.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the bubble length X(t) vs. time as measured
and predicted by the models for the cases (a) D = 50 µm and (b) D =

24.9 µm. The open symbols are the experimental results; the dashed lines
are the predictions of the step-function pressure model and the solid lines
those of the thermal model.

during which it was given a large value p0 + ∆p. We can now compare the
predictions of this model with our data.

This simple model has two free parameters, ∆p and the duration of
the overpressure ∆t. As suggested by the data to be shown later, we take
the initial high pressure pV = p0 + ∆p = 106 Pa and fit ∆t so as to match
approximately the observed maximum elongation of the bubbles in fig-
ures 6.3. For the larger tube (D =50 µm) and E = 11.6 µJ we take τ = 22
µs while, for the smaller tube (D =24.9 µm) with E = 5.3 µJ, we take τ =
25 µs. For t > ∆t the pressure inside the bubble falls to pV = pV(25oC)

= 3.2 × 103 Pa. The initial bubble length for both cases was selected from
experiment, X(0) = 10 µm for D = 50 µm and X(0) = 20 µm for D = 24.9 µm.
The initial velocity for both cases was taken as 0.

The results of this step-function pressure model for the two cases are
shown with the dashed lines in figure 6.6. The open symbols are the ex-
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perimental data (a) D = 50 µm with E = 11.6 µJ and (b) D = 24.9 µm with
E = 5.3 µJ. Although in a very general way some aspects of the observed
bubble dynamics are reproduced, a major difference between this model
and our data lies in the much faster collapse than in the experiment. This
aspect cannot be changed by simply playing with the free parameters ∆p,
∆t and the initial velocity of the interface.

In order to get some insight into the failure of this model, we use the
dynamic equation (6.1) in reverse to calculate pV from the measured ve-
locity and acceleration of the bubble interface. If we assume that the va-
por is saturated, we can calculate the vapor temperature TS(t) from pV(t)

by using the approximate relation

pV = pV0 exp
[
HLatent

Rv

(
1
T0

−
1
TS

)]
(6.2)

deduced from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation assuming a constant la-
tent heat HLatent; this approximation is legitimate over the limited tem-
perature range of our experiment. In this equation Rv is the universal gas
constant divided by the vapor mass; we take pV0 = 105 Pa and T0 = 100
oC.

For D = 50 µm with E = 11.6 µJ, the results of these calculations are
shown with open diamonds in figures 6.7 (a) and (b). The pressure starts
at around 8 atm, which leads to the huge acceleration of the liquid col-
umn. The insert in figure 6.7 (a) is the vapor pressure versus time on an
enlarged vertical scale, which clearly shows that the pressure decreases
with time continuously instead of reaching a constant value. The cor-
responding vapor temperature is shown by the open triangles in figure
6.7(b). The temperature starts at 170 oC, and decreases continuously with
time. A very surprising result is that at the end of the bubbles existence the
temperature is still ∼ 60 oC instead of the undisturbed liquid temperature
∼ 25 oC. The similar trends of the vapor pressure and temperature in a
smaller tube with E = 5.3 µJ are shown by open symbols in figures 6.7 (c)
and (d).

This analysis shows that the previous model fails because it replaces
the actual slow pressure fall by an abrupt decrease.

6.4.2 The thermal model

It is interesting to explore to what extent these data can be reproduced by
complementing the mechanical model of equation (6.1) with a thermal
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Figure 6.7: Vapor pressure and temperature vs. time for the larger tube
with E = 11.6 µJ (a, b), and the smaller tube with E = 5.3 µJ (c, d). The
open symbols are experimental results, the lines the thermal model pre-
dictions. The insert in (a) and (c) shows the vapor pressure vs. time on an
enlarged vertical scale.
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model. For this purpose we write an energy balance for the vapor in the
following form (see e.g. [19]):

HLatent
d

dt
(ρVX) = k

∂T

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=X

− ρVcsX
dTS

dt
(6.3)

The left-hand side of this equation is the latent heat associated with the
vapor generation or condensation. The first term in the right-hand side,
in which k is the thermal conductivity of the liquid, is the energy con-
ducted to the vapor space from the liquid column. The last term, in which
cs is the specific heat along the saturation curve and TS(t) = T(X(t), t)
is the temperature at the liquid surface, accounts for the energy neces-
sary to maintain the vapor at saturation conditions; cs is given by cs =

cpV − HLatent/TS in which cpV is vapor specific heat [20].
In formulating the energy balance (6.3) we have assumed that the va-

por is in spatially uniform conditions and that it exchanges energy by con-
duction with the liquid column but not with the tube wall. We will return
to this point later.

The temperature change of the liquid column is controlled by the dif-
fusion equation

ρLcp
∂T

∂t
= k

∂2T

∂ξ
(6.4)

where ξ = x − X(t) and cp is the liquid specific heat. This equation must
be solved subject to the boundary conditions

T(ξ = 0, t) = TS(t) (6.5)

and

T(ξ = `L, t) = T∞ (6.6)

In order to solve the liquid diffusion equation we also need to provide
the initial temperature profile along the liquid column. This is a matter of
considerable uncertainty because we do not have sufficient information
on the spatial distribution of the absorbed laser energy. Furthermore, it
is likely that the initial temperature distribution has a three-dimensional
character which it is difficult to mimic with a one-dimensional model.
Very close to the instant of bubble nucleation, we can envisage a small
vapor nucleus surrounded by a hot liquid layer which thins as the vapor
expands. By the time the bubble has grown to occupy the cross section
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of the tube and the one-dimensional approximation becomes applicable,
this layer will be adjacent to the bubble surface on the faces of the two
liquid columns which bound it. On this basis, we postulate an initial tem-
perature distribution given by

T(ξ) = T∞ + (TS(t0) − T∞) exp[−(ξ/2δ)2] (6.7)

where TS(t0) is the initial vapor temperature and δ is the thickness of the
thermal layer surrounding the vapor space; we will use this quantity as a
fitting parameter.

We start the integration attributing to the bubble the measured length
and velocity at the first instant t0 at which the movie record shows an ef-
fectively one-dimensional bubble near the beginning of each experiment.
For the larger tube with E = 11.6 µJ, we take the data recorded at t0 = 8 µs
after the laser triggering: initial bubble size X(t0) = 10 µm, initial velocity
V(t0) = 0.11 m/s and initial vapor temperature TS(t0) = 170 oC; the initial
vapor pressure is calculated from initial vapor temperature according to
equation (6.2) and is 8.07×105 Pa. Furthermore, `L is 13.5 mm, p∞ = 105

Pa, T∞ = 25 ◦C. By choosing the parameter δ = 2.9 µm we find the bubble-
length-versus-time shown by the solid line in figure 6.6 (a). The time de-
pendence of the bubble size agrees well with experimental data (open cir-
cles). The velocity and acceleration of the interface, shown by the solid
lines in figure 6.4 (a), also agree well with experiment.

The vapor pressure and temperature versus time are shown by the
solid lines in figure 6.7 (a) and (b). Both predictions are seen to be consis-
tent with the experiment. In particular, the model captures well the con-
tinuous decrease of these quantities. It is remarkable also that the final
bubble temperature, ∼ 60 oC, is reproduced by the model.

The actual heat exchange between the bubble and its surroundings is
a complex problem for which too little information is available to permit
the formulation of a faithful model. The thermal diffusion length over a
time of 100 µs is about 4 µm, which is comparable with the thickness of
the liquid film deposited on the tube wall, expected to be of the order of
micrometers. This liquid layer is probably formed from the liquid heated
by the laser pulse and therefore will have some initial energy content. It
is therefore not clear whether the tube wall, which should be cold as it
will not have absorbed energy from the laser, plays a role in the thermal
exchange. In view of all these uncertainties, the one-dimensional ther-
mal model used before may perhaps best be seen as a phenomenological
model which appears nevertheless able to capture at least a good part of
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Figure 6.8: Calculated X(t) curves for the thermal model with different
values of the parameter δ for the larger tube with the same initial condi-
tions as for E = 11.6 µJ; in descending order δ is 4.5, 2.9 and 1.5 µm. The
middle line with δ = 2.9 µm is the best fit to the experimental data shown
in figure 6.3 and 6.6.

the relevant physics. The importance of heat diffusion is brought into ev-
idence by the sensitivity of the model to the value of the parameter δ. This
point is illustrated in figure 6.8 which shows the bubble length vs. time as
obtained with δ = 1.5, 2.9 and 4.5 µm.

The results of the model for the other cases of figure 6.3(a) are shown
by the lines in the same figure. The initial conditions used in each case to-
gether with the corresponding value of δ for the larger tube with different
energy levels are listed in table 6.1. At low laser energy it takes a few frames
for the bubble to acquire a one-dimensional character and therefore t0 is
somewhat greater. The parameter δ does not change too much except for
the lowest energy level. The solid lines in figure 6.3 (a) are the calculated
bubble length versus time. A reasonably good agreement is apparent for
each energy level. Only at the lower value of the energy does the model
start to show some noticeable discrepancy with experiment, presumably
because the one-dimensional approximation becomes invalid.

As a typical example for the smaller tube we consider the case with
E = 5.3 µJ, again taking as the initial conditions the data: t0 = 8 µs, initial
velocity V(t0) = 0.94 m/s, initial bubble size X(t0) = 22.5 µm, initial vapor
temperature TS(t0) = 172.0 oC and initial vapor pressure pV(t0) = 8.48 ×
105 Pa. Furthermore, `L is 12.5 mm with p∞ and T∞ as before. A reason-
able fit to the data is obtained by taking δ = 1.8 µm. The bubble length
versus time calculated from the thermal model is shown by the solid line
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D (µm) E (µJ) X(t0) (µm) V(t0) (m/s) TS(t0) (oC) δ (µm)

50 11.6 10.0 0.11 170.0 2.9
10.4 26.7 0.42 134.7 3.1
8.2 21.0 0.11 135.7 3.6
6.5 15.5 0.33 141.3 1.9

24.9 6.1 21.9 0.77 179.4 1.9
5.3 22.5 0.94 172.0 1.8
4.8 16.9 0.67 172.7 2.2
3.8 15.7 0.77 163.2 2.1
3.0 10.1 0.80 151.2 2.4

Table 6.1: The initial conditions and the respective fitting parameter δ of
the thermal model for different energy levels.

in figure 6.6 (b). The bubble size versus time again agrees very well with
experiment (open squares). The velocity and acceleration of the interface
are shown by the solid lines in figure 6.4 (b) and they are both seen to be
consistent with experiment. The vapor pressure and temperature versus
time in this case are shown by the solid lines in figure 6.7 (c) and (d). Both
predictions are seen to be consistent with the experiment. Although they
are not in precise agreement with the experiment, the overall trends are
well captured by the model.

The performance of the model for the other experiments in figure 6.3
(b) is shown by the solid lines in the same figure. The initial conditions
and the respective values of δ are listed in table 6.1. The δ-values for
different energy levels are quite close, ranging between 1.8 and 2.4 µm.
The comparisons between the experiments (open symbols) and the re-
sults shows a very good agreement for all energy levels.

6.4.3 Energy partition

The present model contains both mechanical and thermal aspects and it
is interesting to examine how the energy is apportioned among the dif-
ferent components. Let us consider the larger tube D = 50 µm with an
absorbed energy E = 11.6 µJ. From figure 6.4 the maximum velocity is 0.98

m/s; the corresponding kinetic energy is 2(
1
2
ρLS`LẊ2) ' 0.025 µJ, where

S = πD2/4 is the tube cross section and the factor of 2 accounts for both
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liquid columns. The instantaneous viscous energy dissipated is 2RSẊ2∆t,
and 2RSẊ2 evaluated at the maximum velocity is 576 µJ/s. No matter what
value of ∆t is selected, this energy term is negligible. If we take ∆t = 100
µs, 2RSẊ2∆t = 0.058 µJ. Both these mechanical energies are much smaller
than the laser energy absorbed by the liquid.

The total latent heat necessary to keep the bubble filled with saturated
vapor at the point of its maximum volume is 2SρVHlatentXmax. At max-
imum expansion TS = 79 ◦C, ρV = 0.29 kg/m3, Xmax = 72 µm so that
2SρVHlatentXmax = 0.18 µJ, which is also much smaller than the 11.6 µJ
absorbed by the liquid. Where is the other energy? The answer is that
most of the laser energy has gone into heating up the liquid. The energy
required to generate the temperature distribution (6.7) is

2
∫ `L

0
(TS(t0) − T∞) exp[−(ξ/2δ)2]cpρSdξ (6.8)

Evaluating this integral using δ = 2.9 µm, TS(t0) = 170 ◦C, we find ∼11.7 µJ,
which is quite close to the laser energy input.

6.5 Conclusions

The dynamics of a laser-generated vapor bubble in microtubes with dif-
ferent diameters has been studied experimentally and theoretically. A
pure inertia-driven model, neglecting thermal effects, failed to capture
quantitatively the growth and collapse of the bubble. A new model was
developed by considering heat transfer in addition to inertia and viscos-
ity. This model has proved to be capable of reproducing the observed be-
havior of the bubble. It is concluded that thermal effects play an essential
role during the whole process of growth and collapse.
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7
Cavitation induced high speed

jetting from a microtube

‡

The growth of a vapor bubble just inside an open end of a microtube can
accelerate liquid into a jet with speeds up to 110m/s. High-speed imaging
(at a speed of 106fps) is used track the cavity developing inside the tube
and the jet emerging from the tube. The cavitation bubble is created using
a focused 6ns laser pulse. The effect of both the distance between the focus
and the end of the tube and the amount of laser energy used is studied. The
jet speed depends strongly on the laser energy but an upper limit was found
around 110m/s. These speeds are similar to the speeds reported for jets
developing inside cavitation bubbles and therefore this setup is suggested
as a model to study high-speed jets similar in size and velocity as they are
occurring within a cavitation bubble collapsing close to a boundary.

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed a cavitation bubble created in a capillary.
As the cylindrical bubble was much longer than it was thick it can be ap-
proximated as a 1 dimensional bubble. The bubble was created in the

‡in preparation for Physics of Fluids.
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middle of a long capillary submerged in liquid at both ends.
This chapter explores what happens when the same bubble is created

close to an open end of the tube. Thus, it is not submerged as in the pre-
vious experiments but situated in air.

The asymmetry in the viscous pressure head will cause the bubble ex-
pansion to be directed mainly towards the open end of the tube forcing
the liquid between the nucleation point of the bubble and the open end.
As the bubble expands explosively the ejected liquid accelerates into a jet
with speeds up to 110m/s. In this chapter we study and discuss the exper-
imental observation of these high-speed and micrometer thick jets.

Similar jets in size and speed have been observed inside collapsing
cavitation bubbles and have been subject of numerous studies (e.g. [1,
2, 3, 4]). These jet velocities are in the range of jet velocities measured
inside millimeter sized cavitation bubbles [5]. Besides the reentrant jet a
cavitation bubble near a solid boundary also generates a vortex ring [6].
Together with the volume oscillation and the bubble’s displacement to-
wards the boundary this makes for a complex fluid dynamic system . The
tube jet could be a way to decouple the jet from the rest of the bubble
dynamics thus making it possible to study the role of only the jet in cav-
itation processes like: cavitation erosion [5], ultrasonic cleaning [7] and
sonoporation (see chapter 3).

7.2 Experimental setup

A sketch of the experimental setup, similar to the one used in the previ-
ous chapter, is shown in Fig.7.1. The main difference being the capillary
which has an inner diameter of 20µm and one end open in air (Hilgenberg
GmbH, Malsfeld, Germany). The other side of capillary is glued into a sy-
ringe needle to allow easy mounting and filling. By connecting the needle
to a vertical liquid filled reservoir, hydrostatic pressure ensures that the
capillary is always completely filled.

A 6ns laser pulse (Nd:YAG laser @532nm, Solo PIV, New Wave, Fre-
mont, CA, USA) is focussed into the capillary to create a cavitation bubble.
The laser energy is calibrated using a laser energy detector (XLE4, Gentec-
eo, Quebec, Canada). The liquid used in these experiments is red printer
ink to facilitate an optimal absorption of the green laser light. An inverted
microscope (Axiovert CF 40, Zeiss, Goettingen, Germany) is used to focus
the laser pulse and guide it into the microtube.

A second microscope with a larger field of view (SZX12, Olympus, To-
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Figure 7.1: Depicted is a schematic overview of the setup. A laser pulse is
focussed into a thin capillary creating a cavitation bubble. As the bubble
expands it pushes liquid out of the nearby open end of the tube. A strobed
LED and a single frame camera are used to make control images of the
bubble. Not shown are the high-speed camera and high-intensity flash
source used to record the jet in time.

kyo, Japan) is used to image the jet emerging from tube. Recordings at
106fps are made using a high-speed camera (HPV-1, Shimadzu Corp., Ja-
pan) and a high intensity flash lamp. The duration of the flash is approxi-
mately 40µs, but as most jets leave the frame within that time it is deemed
sufficient.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 A single jet

By creating the bubble close to the open end of the capillary the expand-
ing cavity will eject liquid from the tube creating a jet. The dependence of
the jet speed on laser energy and distance between the tube end and the
laser focus are investigated.

First we will look at a single jet, the frames from a high-speed movie
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are shown next to each other in fig. 7.2. The bubble can first be seen in
the second frame and consecutively grows at an approximately constant
speed until it reaches the end of the tube between 8 and 9µs after cavi-
tation inception. Upon connecting with the surrounding air the internal
vapor pressure in the bubble will instantly equalize with the atmospheric
pressure. With the sudden drop in pressure the bubble closes of again and
slow starts to shrink as the vapor remaining inside starts to cool down and
condensate.

The frames also show that the bubble only grows in the the direction
of the open end of the tube pushing the intervening liquid out.

The liquid is then ejected from the tube and forms a jet. The tip of
the jet can already be seen in the same frame as where the bubble is first
visible, i.e. 1µs. Same as with the bubble the tip of the jet immediately ac-
quires its maximum velocity and exits the frame after 10µs. Interestingly
enough as the front part of the jet is shooting away a second jet emerges
from the tube opening. The first part is thin, irregular and faster than the
second section which is thicker and remains straight for the rest of the
frameset in fig. 7.2. A straight forward hypothesis is that there are two
mechanisms at work responsible for the two different parts of the jet.

7.3.2 The role of laser energy

To further investigate the underlying physics of the jet structure fig. 7.3
shows the frames at 1µs and 12µs for 8 jets all created with different laser
energies. The later frames in the right column show that only the lower
6 experiments developed the thin fast jet. The mechanism behind the
thin jet could be a secondary cavitation event, the frames taken 1µs after
the laser pulse show blurry black structures just inside the opening of the
tube.

Cavitation is usually accompanied by shockwave emission. The quasi
1 dimensional nature of the system could mean that the shockwave be-
comes guided by the capillary an may only attenuate weakly with dis-
tance. When the shockwave reflects at the liquid air interface it comes
back to overlap with it’s tail. The negative pressures associated with this
could be strong enough to cavitate the liquid resulting in the dark struc-
ture which possibly is depicting a single or multiple bubbles ( seen the left
column of figure 7.3).

The reflection of the shock wave may lead to fine spray and later as the
bubble collapse close to the interface to a fine jet [8]. Due to the low pres-
sure close to the fast jet the spray is sucked towards the jet. The expansion
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of the primary cavity which happens on a much longer time scale is then
responsible for the thick jet that emerges after the collapse of the surface
cavitation. The fact that the velocity of the thick jet and the expansion ve-
locity of the bubble are roughly the same strengthens our hypothesis of a
complex interaction of shock waves, cavitation, and jetting.

7.3.3 Location of the laser focus

Next we investigate how the position of the laser focus effects the jetting.
Figure 7.4 depicts images of 4 jets with similar laser energies but different
focus locations. At this energy all distances show the blur of the secondary
cavitation at the open end of the capillary (see the left column of frames
in fig 7.4).

The column of frames on the right shows the jets 8µs after cavitation
inception. The four jets differ quite a lot, the bottom most jet is the same
as in figure 7.2 and both the crude thin and the straight thick part of the
jet have been discussed. Moving the laser focus a bit closer to the tube
end we see again a thin jet but the straight second section seems to be
missing. There is some change from a thin to a thicker jet but the thick
part is by no means straight.

Moving even closer we get the jet from the second row of frames. The
secondary cavitation event is to small to create a thin jet similar to the
second low energy jet from figure 7.3 and the jet due to the expansion of
the primary cavitation bubble is no longer a clean straight jet. It also lags
behind the the rest in speed which could be a result of these parameters.
Another option is that the amount of laser light entering the tube is sig-
nificantly lower. The movie frames sometimes show a bulge around the
tube near the end, this is the result of ink slowly seeping out and wetting
the exterior of the capillary. Evidence for this can be found in the splashes
erupting from the sides of the tube above and sometimes below the tube.
As the laser pulse enter from below a splash on top is no problem but the
second frame in the left column also show a downward splash meaning
that laser energy was absorbed before the pulse could even enter the cap-
illary.

The capillary was wiped just before each experiment but the short
time in between is enough for a small buildup of ink. For the experiments
further away from the tube opening there was no problem as the focus
was beyond the bulge of ink.

Finally the top frames show the closest position of the focus. The pri-
mary bubble expands all the way out of the tube in approximately 2µs
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Figure 7.4: The bubbles and jets created by 24.4µJ laser pulses with in-
creasing distance from the opening of the tube are shown at 1 and 8µs

after cavitation inception. The left column also shows the secondary cav-
itation event at the opening of the capillary. For reference the white bar in
the top right corner denotes 200µm.

leaving little time or room for a secondary cavitation event. The result is
the most chaotic jet yet, looking less like a jet and more like a directed
splash.

7.3.4 The jet velocity

Even though the four jets from figure 7.4 show different structures all the
jets, with the exception of number 2, traverse about the same distance
in the 8µs between frames. Therefore it might be interesting to look at
the speeds of the jets. For this we used the very tip of the jet and don’t
differentiate between the further dynamics of the jet. Figure 7.5 shows
the jet tip velocity plotted against the energy of the laser pulse for four
sets of different laser-focus to tube-end distances.

There is a good amount of scatter in the data but mostly in the set
at 168µm which was previously identified as the distance that is affected
the strongest by the ink bulge on the exterior of the tube. The scatter in
the other sets is much less and only in the direction of lower velocities.
There is a sharp upper boundary to the data points and this boundary is
approximately the same for all the sets. As the image comparing jets from
these four sets already showed the dependence of the jet velocity on the
location of cavitation inception is minimal.
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Figure 7.5: The velocity of the jet-tip is shown for different focus positions
and laser energies. The focus positions is relative to the end of the tube
and shown here are sets at 123µm (diamonds), 168µm (crosses), 247µm

(triangles) and 370µm (circles).

Surprisingly the sets at 1233µm and 370µm both also show a second
limit: at very high energies the velocity ceases to increase any further but
remains at a constant value. A possible reason could be an error in image
analysis but re-check by eye verified the analysis. A terminal velocity for
jets in air seems unlikely which leaves a stagnation in the driving force as
most likely option. To check if a similar behavior occurs for the bubble
expansion the bubble length is tracked.

For practical reasons (i.e. this set reaches the highest laser energies
and with the longer tube has more frames of bubble growth that can be
tracked) only the bubbles at 370µm are tracked. A selection of tracks
is shown in figure 7.6 where the arrow denotes the direction the curves
evolve to for increasing laser energy. The low energy curves all show the
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Figure 7.6: The length of the primary cavitation bubble plotted against
time. the different curves represent bubbles created with different laser
energies. The arrow shows the direction the curves move for increasing
laser energy

bubble growth slowing down and then stopping but at high energy the
curve becomes straight for the first part of the bubble expansion. The
highest energy even reaches a constant expansion rate until the bubble
vents its vapor pressure when it connects with the surrounding air at the
end of the tube.

The black curves are the maximum rate of bubble expansion and all
bubbles with higher energy fall on top of these curves. The limit on ex-
pansion rate is reached at the same energy when the jet speeds stagnate
suggesting a direct dependence of jet speed on the bubble.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we investigated cavitation bubbles created near the end of
a long capillary. As a result of the rapid expansion of the bubble a thin jet
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of liquid is ejected from the end of the capillary. Velocities up to 110m/s

have been measured.
In most cases the shape of the jet is far from straight with ligaments

branching of from the main jet. With time the ligaments and the jet itself
will break up into a spray of small droplets [9, 10]. High velocity sprays
and droplet impacts measurements are still few [11] but are of great in-
terest as they can cause erosion for instance in steam turbines and in the
aerospace industry with the impact of rain drops on planes flying at high
velocities [12, 13]. Sprays and high velocity drops can also be used for
cleaning or to cut surfaces [14].

The thin jet is most likely the result of shockwave reflection at the
free interface [15]. Submerging the tube end gets rid of the interface and
thus should leave just the thicker smooth jet though the jet will be much
slower.
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8
Conclusions

This thesis deals with the utilization of cavitation bubble dynamics for on
small scales, in particular for the ulization in microfluidics and for drug
delivery. The general theme of this work is the formation and interaction
of a thin but very fast liquid jet. It is the key contributor for the cell mem-
brane poration (Chapter 3). Therefore, we study it in detail and present
novel measurements of the the wall shear stress (Chapter 2). The jet is uti-
lized in microfluidics to pump very small amounts of liquids within short
timescales (Chapter 5).

The wall shear stress from millimeter sized jetting bubbles was studied
in detail both in time - the lifetime of the jet is only a few microseconds
- and in space. After impacting onto the nearby boundary the jet spreads
out radially shearing the surface. Chapter 2 studies this feature in detail,
in particular we find experimentally a power law decrease, −11/4, of the
wall shear stress with distance from the stagnation point. The same de-
pendency has been predicted for a steady impinging jet [1].

The distance of the bubble to the wall also has a strong influence, far
from the wall (γ > 2.5) the jet has to traverse the intervening liquid, where
it loses most of it’s strength, before it can impact on the wall. As the bubble
gets closer the wall shear stress increases up until around γ > 0.6 where it
reaches a maximum. For bubbles even closer to the wall the jet no longer
has enough time to accelerate before hitting the wall. But for these small
standoff distances there is a second shear flow generating mechanism,
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i.e. the radial bubble growth across the surface, which now becomes the
dominating factor.

This knowledge of the strong dependence of the local shear strength
both on bubble standoff distance and radial distance from the point of
impact is important for interpretation of the cell experiments presented
in chapter 3.

Evidence for the strong dependency of the membrane poration on the
shear stress is presented in chapter 3. Our findings are that a typical cavi-
tation impact pattern on a layer of adherent cells shows concentric rings,
around the impact point, with different degrees of membrane damage.
The inner circle directly below the bubble is completely denuded of cells.
Surrounding this empty patch is an annular ring off cells which has been
porated as indicated by their uptake of a fluorescent marker (Calcein).
Some cells directly on the boundary with the empty patch have partially
detached and taken on a spherical shape but were seen to reattach in
the following 12-24 hours after cavitation exposure. Finally outside of the
zone of porated cells lie the cells which felt no measured effect from the
cavitation bubble.

The conclusion from chapter 2, that bubble growth creates shear when
the bubble is in contact with the surface, resurfaces in chapter 3. Cells are
porated for stand-off distances all the way up to 0 where the jet no longer
exists. Thus a second mechanism, the radial growth of the bubble across
the surface, is generating the shear required to porate the cells. This find-
ing nicely agrees with that of Venugopalan’s group [2, 3].

This radial bubble growth on top of a surface can easily be translated
to microfluidics. A cavitation bubble generated in a chamber much lower
than it is wide expands radially in a quasi-2D fashion [4]. Seeding adher-
ent cells in such a chamber then allows us to create a radially expanding
”pancake” like bubble on top of this layer. In chapter 4 we demonstrate
this that all adherent cells contained within the maximum bubble radius
are porated and no cell death or detachment is observed.

Chapter 4 also discusses the interaction of cavitation bubbles with
suspension cells in a similar geometry. In an attempt to keep cells from
being flushed away a spatial light modulator (SLM) is used to create mul-
tiple bubbles surrounding the target cells. The target cell trapped between
the two bubbles is seen to slightly shrink and shrivel suggesting that mem-
brane poration was achieved here, too.

The multi bubble experiments show that the 2 dimensional character
of the setup does not rule out jetting. If the bubble is generated near a
boundary such as a second bubble or a chamber side wall the quasi-2D
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bubble will jet towards this boundary [4]. This jetting on the microscale
inspired us to design a microfluidic pump driven by a cavitation bub-
ble in chapter 5. The chip is simple in design and fabrication and the
pump works remarkably well pumping a few picoliter into the channel
each stroke.

Finally a cavitation bubble inside a microchannel is studied. A laser
pulse is focussed inside a capillary to create a very thin cylindrical bub-
ble. The dynamics is compared to an established model and our newly
developed model. What’s new in the model is the addition of a thermal
effect which, when comparing to the experiments, turns out to improve
the results enormously.

To make the effect of the limited length of the tube as small as possi-
ble the bubble was created in the middle of the tube. The final chapter
discusses the other extreme: creating the bubble at the end of a capillary.
The asymmetry causes the bubble to only expand in the direction of the
open end pushing any intervening liquid out. These jets erupting from
the tube opening were measured to go as fast as 120m/s.

This work demonstrates the large area where laser induced cavitation
bubbles can be utilized. They are fluid actuators with enormous potential
in particular in confined geometries.
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Summary

The behavior of a cavitation bubble is greatly influenced by its surround-
ings. In an unbounded liquid a cavitation bubble grows and collapses
spherically but a nearby solid boundary changes everything. Now the
bubble collapses towards the wall and looses its spherical shape. Dur-
ing collapse a thin jet is formed piercing through the center of the bubble
aimed towards the wall. Upon impacting on the boundary the jet spreads
out radially exerting a strong shear stress on the wall. The shear strength
drops with a −11/4 power law.

The strength of the jet depends strongly on the starting distance be-
tween the bubble and the wall. The jet impact velocity increases the closer
the bubble gets to the wall up to a maximum for a standoff distance of
about ∼ 0.6. For bubbles closer than that the jet velocity decreases.

This jet flow can be utilized to temporarily porate the membranes of
living cells; adherent cells are grown on the wall of a culture flask and ex-
posed to a single cavitation bubble. As the jet impacts on the cell mono-
layer it detaches cells in a circular region around the point of impact. Sur-
rounding the cleared area there is a ring where the shear stress was to
weak to detach the cells but strong enough to rip small holes in the cell
membrane.

This permeabilization of the membrane can be detected by adding a
dye to the liquid such that only the porated cells will be stained. After-
wards the cells are tracked for an entire day to make sure they survive the
treatment.

Interestingly enough when a bubble is created with a standoff distance
smaller than γ = 0.6 the amount of stained cells keeps increasing while
the circular detachment area shrinks. The cause for this is the bubble
growth on top off the surface which is also strong enough to porate cells.

This finding can be used for instance in microfluidics. If a bubble is
created in a thin liquid film between two parallel plates the bubble takes
on a flat pancake like shape. This quasi 2-dimensional bubble grows and
collapses in a circular fashion and no jets are formed. But as was shown
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before bubble growth across a surface can also porate cells and by growing
cells on one of the two walls in such a system this was also proven the case
in microfluidics.

Cells in suspension can also be porated but during bubble growth they
take on a ”tear” shape which is expected to be a result of entraining the
cell from the boundary layer into the main flow. A way to circumvent this
instability we created a second bubble on the other side of the cell. The
cell becomes compressed and simultaneously sheared yet it remains in
place.

Bubbles in confined geometries jet in the presence of a channel wall;
even when a small channel opening is present. By positioning the bubble
such that the jet does not impact on the wall but flows into the a channel
opening realizes a pump. This idea which was put forward for larger mil-
limeter sized bubbles by Khoo’s group (Khoo, et.al. 2005) has now been
for the first time realized on the microscale for lab on a chip devices.

Similar to the step from 3D to 2D the addition of second side wall
close the first side wall takes us from 2D to a quasi 1-dimensional bub-
ble. A bubble generated in such a long and thin channel only grows and
collapses in the lengthwise direction of the channel. A one dimensional
model does indeed describe the bubble dynamics quite accurately but
only if the temperature inside the bubble is taken into account.

This time another solid boundary will not induce jetting in the bubble.
A free interface close to the jet however does result in a jet. It is however
not a jet penetrating through the bubble but the result of the rapidly grow-
ing bubble pushing liquid out of the open end of the channel. We demon-
strate on demand and reproducible jetting on the micrometer scale with
more than 100 m/s.



Samenvatting

De dynamiek van een cavitatie bel wordt sterk beinvloed door zijn omgev-
ing. In een oneindige vloeistof zal de bel nog spherisch groeien en im-
ploderen maar is er een vaste wand in de buurt dan verandert alles. De
cavitatie bel verliest zijn bolvorm en beweegt tijdens het imploderen naar
de wand toe. Tijdens dit process wordt er ook een dunne vloeistof straal
gevormd die door het midden van de bel schiet richting de vaste wand.
Nadat de vloeistof straal op de wand heeft geraakt stroomt de vloeistof
radieel langs de wand weg waarbij het een sterke afschuifspanning uitoe-
fent op de wand. Deze afschuifspanning neemt af naarmate de afstand
vanaf het midden toeneemt en wel volgens deze afstand tot de macht
−11/4.

De afstand tussen de wand en waar de bel gevormd wordt heeft ook
een grote invloed op de kracht van de vloeistof straal die gevormd zal wor-
den. De kracht neemt toe naarmate de bel dichterbij de wand gevormd
wordt tot de ge-non-dimensionaliseerde afstand γ gelijk is aan ongeveer
0.6. (De afstand tussen de bel en de wand wordt dimensieloos gemaakt
door hem te delen door de maximale straal van de bel). Rond γ = 0.6 is
de kracht van de straal maximaal want voor bellen die dichterbij de wand
worden gevormd neemt de kracht weer af.

Deze vloeistof straal kan gebruikt worden om tijdelijke porien in cel
membranen te creëren. Een enkele laag cellen wordt op de bodem van
een kweek flacon gegroeid en dan blootgesteld aan een enkele caviterende
bel. De inslag van de vloeistof straal is zo krachtig dat alle cellen ron-
dom dat punt worden weggespoeld. Op de rand van de lege zone is the
afschuifspanning zo afgezwakt dat de cellen niet meer losgerukt worden
van de wand, the stroming is echter nog wel net krachtig genoeg om in een
grens gebied van enkele cellen diep kleine gaatjes in de celmembranen te
creëren.

Dit permeabiliseren van het cel membraan kan worden gedetecteerd
door een kleurstof toe te voegen zodat alleen de cellen met geperforeerde
membranen gekleurd worden. Na het cavitatie experiment worden de
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cellen nog een dag lang gevolgd om er zeker van te zijn dat de cellen het
ook op de langere termijn overleven.

Voor bellen dichter bij de wand dan γ = 0.6 neemt de kracht van de
vloeistof straal af, interessant genoeg blijft het aantal gepermeabiliseerde
cellen toenemen terwijl het aantal weggespoelde cellen wel afneemt. De
rede hiervoor is dat voor deze bel-wand afstanden de cavitatie bel op het
oppervlak groeit wat op zichzelf al krachtig genoeg blijkt te zijn om cellen
membranen te perforeren.

Dit tweede mechanisme kan heel goed toegepast worden in micro flu-
idica. Als er een cavitatie bel wordt gecreëerd in een dunne vloeistof laag
tussen twee parallele wanden dan neemt hij een platte pannekoek vorm
aan. Deze quasi 2-dimensionale bel is radieel symetrisch en zal geen wa-
ter straal vormen. Maar zoals hiervoor al is gezegd is de radiële bel ex-
pansie over een cel laag genoeg om de cellen te permeabiliseren. Door
cellen in een dergelijk systeem te kweken en aan cavitatie bloot te stellen
is bewezen dat dit inderdaad ook werkt in een micro-systeem.

De tot nu toe besproken cellen groeien op de wand maar de interactie
tussen suspensie cellen en cavitatie bellen is net zo intressant. Tijdens de
groei van de bel nemen cellen in de directe nabijheid een ”druppel”-vorm
aan wat waarschijnlijk komt doordat zo’n cel zich deels in de grenslaag bij
de wand bevindt waar de stroomsnelheid naar nul gaat. Een oplossing
hiervoor is het introduceren van een tweede bel aan de andere kant van
de cel. Door de symetrie die er dan onstaat zal de cel geperst en opgerekt
worden tussen de twee bellen maar niet meer verplaatst worden.

Deze 2-dimensionale bellen zullen wel een water straal produceren als
er een zijwand nabij is; zelfs als een kleine kanaal opening in de wand zit.
Door de cavitatie bel zo te positioneren dat de water straal dan niet op de
wand maar in deze kanaal opening stroomt kan er een pomp gerealiseerd
worden. Dit idee dat is bedacht voor millimeter grote 3D bellen door de
groep van Khoo (Khoo, et.al. 2005) is nu voor het eerst ook op een micro-
schaal verwezenlijkt.

Gelijk aan de stap die ons van 3D naar 2D bracht zal een tweede zi-
jwand (de bel bevindt zich nu aan een dun vierkant kanaal) een bij ban-
dering 1-dimensionale cavitatie bel opleveren. Vlak nadat de bel gevormd
is zal hij al de gehele buis doorsnede gevuld hebben en kan daarna alleen
nog in de lengte richting van de buis groeien. De dynamica van de bel
is dan ook heel goed te voorspellen met een 1D-simulatie model maar
alleen als de temperatuur van de voeistof damp in de bel wordt meegeno-
men.

De verdere toevoeging van solide wanden zal nu geen vloeistof straal
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meer opeleveren. De introductie van een vrij oppervlak resulteert nog wel
in een vloeistof straal, maar de manier waarop is geheel anders dan de
vloeistof stralen die tot nu toe besproeken zijn. Door de cavitatie bel zich
dicht bij een door lucht omgeven uiteinde van de buis te laten vormen zal
de bel tijdens zijn expansie vloeistof met hoge snelheid uit de buis persen.
Het resultaat is een reproduceerbare vloeistof straal op micrometer schaal
met snelheden van boven de 100m/s.
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